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It 13 with charity as with money— •••
••• the more we stand In need of It, the
■- lesa we have to give away.—Bovee.
•••

Flowering Plants

GLAENTZEL,

The Florist

Strand Theatre Bldg. ROCKLAND,

REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS

Greenhouses, CAMDEN.
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Of Ward Throe

ONE MORE EOT
U

CARLTON F. SNOW

On WEDNESDAY (Tomorrow) Morning we will
place on sale one more lot cf those famous—

WEAREVER ALUMINUM BEAN POTS

JS

Ward One
Alderman—Charles L. Chase.
'School Committee—A. W. Gregory.
Warden—Elmer B. Crockett.
Ward Clerk—FrediJ. Hull.
Ward Two
Aldei man—Frank M. Ulmer.
S-hool Committee—Itu’.h A. Elllngwoed.
Warden—Isaac

w

Regular $1.30 value at

98 CENTS
COMC EAF.LY FOR THEY WON’T LAST LONG

1

ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.
403 MAIN STREET, - • - ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND CLOTHING STORE
A.

LEVY

CORNER MAIN AND MYRTLE STREETS

Sheep Lined Coat3.................................................... $3.75
Boys’ Sheep Lined Coats.........................................$5.50
Lumbermen’s Leather Top Rubbers.................. $1.98
EVERYTHING BELOW COST.

COME AND SEE US
18-19

B.

Simmons.

Ward Cler.t—1> u is Li. Jordan.
Ward Throe
Alderman—John M. Richardson.
Srh >oi Committee—Frank S. Ramies.
Warder.— Albei t M. Hastings.
Ward Clerk—Annie I'. I-’rye.
Ward Four
Alderman—Harry H. Ilanscom.
School Committee—Luie E. Blackir.gton.
Warden—Maynntd L. Jl irs'on.
Ward Clerk—Howard A. Dunbar.
Ward Five
Alderman—II. M. de Kcrhein -nt.
S. hoil Committee—Dr. LI. W. Frohock.

Warden—Ralph B. I.oring.
Ward Clerk—Gertrude II. B tody.
Ward Six
Alderman—Oscar S. Duncan.
School Committee—J. S-’. Southard.
Warden—William O. Rogers.
Ward Clerk—Elsa M. Hayden.
Ward Seven
Alderman—Oliver W. Holmes.
School Committee—Lucy E. Rhodes.
Warden—Donald H. Fin-rand.
Ward Clerk—Etta E. Anderson.

AND ‘SWAT THE FLY”

Pretty scon we'll be saying: ‘ How
green the grass is looking."—Portland
Express.
MR. WRIGLEY SAYS:
"I believe in newspaper advertis
ing. I spend about a million dollars
a year for newspaper space to tell
the world about the gcods I have to
sell.
'Nearly everybody reads the pa
pers and they are the most effective
medium to reach the buying public
quickly and often."
Mr. Wrigley selects The CourierGazette as the paper to carry his
advertising in this part of Maine.

FLOWERS
Are Correct
gEND

your

greetings

via

THE MELLON BILL

A favorable report on the Mellon bill
for tax reduction was ordered by the
Ways and Means Committee of the
House by a vote of 15 to 3. As it
will be presented to the House the bill
is substantially as recommended by
Secretary Mellon, with the addition
of n provision for a £3 percent reduc
tion on all income taxes which must
be paid this year. The only other im
portant changes are:
A definition of earned income which
considers the first $5,000 of all income
as earned, and limits the differential
rate in favor cf earned Income to $20,000.
Repeal of nil taxes on beverages.
Limitation of the admission tax re
peal to admission of 50 cents or under.
Repeal of the tax on candy.
Rewriting of the board of tax ap
peals section to retrieve the board from
treasury domination and to have the
members appointed by the President.
Striking out the section to prevent
the making of separate returns, each
for half of the income, by husbands
and wives in eight States.
Reducing the Jewelry taxes.

RADIO

the

SPECIAL SALE

CARNATIONS
DAFFODILS
FREECIAS
VIOLETS
ROSES
COLONIAL and CORSAGE
BOUQUETS
VASES OF CUT FLOWERS
FLOWERING PLANTS in variety

WHILE THEY LAST

COMPLETE
RADIO OUTFITS

$25.00
I Receiver
I Tube

THE
LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
“SILSBY’S”
393 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
Next to Western Union

OREL E. DAVIES
■ JEWELER OPTOMETRIST

All the Latest in Glasses
SOI MAIN 8T, ROCKLAND
7l»tf

1 Pair Superior Phones

1 22’/2 Volt B Battery
1 Dry Cell A Battery
This set is powerful enough to

GUARANTEED

RADIO-PHONES
—AT—

$3.95
CARVER’S
BOOK STORE

TIRESOME HARANGUE

CONGRESSMAN WHITE RETIRES

Apparent Reason Why a
Important Changes Appear In
Statesman Finally Decides Not To Enter the
I
Lewiston
Resolution Was Defeated In
Measure Reported By the
Race—Democrats Groom Perkins.
State Grange.
Committee.

flowery path.
We've peved the way with a bevy
of beautiful—

Each one can be given a
“valentine touch"

J

bring in stations as far west as

Chicago, loud, clear and easy to
tune.

ONLY ONE LOT AT THIS PRICE

Wallace H. White, Jr., member of - Vi Istead A’t. Among ether Democrats
Congress from the Second Congres mentioned are Mayor Braun of I.ewis| ten. and B. G. McIntire who has been
sional District of Maine, announces I a candidate previously.”
that he will not be a candidate for re- | The early announcement of several
nomination in the Republican- primaries. Republicans Is expected.
His decision is set forth in the follow
ing letter to the Lewiston Journal,
which was published in last night's
edition of that paper:
• • • .
"I ask permission to use the columns
of your paper to make known to the
voters of the Second Congressional
District that 1 shall not seek a re-nftin- ' in a Glass Globe with Sea Weed,
ination to Congress.
Pebbles and Plants
'1 have given to the question of
whether I should continue longer in
active politics, most thoughtful con- ■
sideration, and have reached the de
cision to t etire therefrom with deep re
gret. I desire to express to the voters
of the District mv deep and lasting
gratitude tor the honors they hare
conferred upon me. I am grateful,
more grateful than I can say, to the
Republican men and women who have
so faithfully and generously supported
toe. I am scarcely less appreciative of
the conllden e in me which many of
my political opponents have evidenced
it: helpful ways and of the kindly con
sideration which all of them haveshown me
"It is my hope that in my service,
I have met in seme measure the Just
expectations of all the people of the
District.”
Along with this letter to the Jour
With a purchase of one tube of
nal was a persona! letter which dis
cusses the persona, side of his reasons,
most of which are concerned with his
desire to -establish himself in a lawfcusineas, which he has in mind. Cer
at the regular price—50c
tain business opportunities have cul
GET
YOURS EARLY. ONLY ONE
minated and he feels tha-t if he is to
OUTFIT TO A CUSTOMER
make the change, the sooner he does
it the better. The Journal says:
‘'Congressman White also feels that
SPECIAL
perhaps the Republicans of the Dis
Japanese Fantails, Japanese
trict may desire another candidate in
which statement he overestimates such
Cornels and Japanese Rib
natural criticism as has come from his
post-ollice appointments, many
if bon Tails, each........... 75c
which have aroused the usual reactions
We SeU Specially Prepared Fish
familiar to all congressman.
Feed at 10 cents per package
Congressman White closes with the
following remarks:
"I huve often expressed to you the
same feelings. It his really h.‘en
hard for me to bring myseif t > make
this announcement.
1 have been
talking about doing it for three years:
COR. PARK AND MAIN STREETS
but the nearer the hour of decision,
the harder I found It to do.
"The situation leaves Maine Repub
licans in the Second District wholly
at sea. While those on the Inside have
felt that it were extremely doubtful If
Congressman White would run again,
yet there has been a feeling that at
the last he would consent and that he
would -be elected.
FURNITURE
"A prominent Boothbay Harbor man
CROCKERY
a ho was in Lewiston a few days ago.
said that the Democrats were groom
HOOKED
RUGS, ETC.
ing James B. Perkins of Boothbay
Harbor, a member of the law firm of
William It. PuAtangall for Democratic
nominee in case Mr. White did not run.
63 PARK ST.
TEL. 125-13
Mr. Perkins was the first Federal En

WO LIVE
GOLD FISH
FREE

FREE

Ny-Denta Tooth Paste

KITTREDGE
PHARMACY
WANTED

ANTIQUES

DAVID RUBENSTEIN

forcement Agent in Maine under the

Union, Feb. 9.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
In your issue of Feb. 7. It Is re
ported that Knox Pomona Grange at
its session on Feb. 2. adopted the
I “Water Power Resolution" which was
presented and defeated at the State
Grange session nt Lewiston. This re
port is true and it is also extremely
misleading.
There were approximately 150 pa
trons present and after a long and
tedious discussion it was adopted by
a vote of 8 to 4.
It would reflect on the Intelligence
'and sound judgment of our rural people
i If we admit that 138 out of 150 patrons
had no convictions on the much dis
cussed water power Issue. I prefer to
believe that a very large per cent of
those present were as many stated af
ter the meeting, disgusted with the
tiresome harangue.
1 wish to impress upon all patrons
that being disgusted or not particular
ly interested In any subject does not
relieve us of our responsibility to our
order. I believe it is the duty of every
patron to scrutinize every resolution
or issue that is presented and If the
proponents of them can not convince us
that they are sound and desirable they
should be defeated.
It is far better that 99 worthy reso
lutions should be defeated than that
one should be adopted which would re
flect on the noble traditions of our
' order. Let us hold fast to the grand
| inheritance of our -beloved order bychoosing our position on all public Is
sues carefully, with Judgment an<t with
as near a united order as possible.
Walter A. Ayer.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I would hare
nude a rule to rend some poetry and listen to
BOOM n.iisi • at least once a week. The loss of
these tastes is a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin.
SHE WORE A WREATH OF R08E8

I

She wore a wreath of roses
The night when first we met;
Her lovely face was smiling
Beneath her curls of Jet.
Her footsteps had the lightness.
Her voice the Joyous tone—
The tokens of a youthful heart,
Where sorrow Is unknown.
1 saw her but a moment,
Yet methinks I see her now,
With the wreath of summer flowers
Upon her snowy brow.

J

A wreath of orange-blossoms,
When next we met, she wore;
The expression of her features
Was more thoughtful than before;
And standing by her side was one
Who strove, and not In vain,
To soothe her, leaving that dear home
She ne’er might view again,
1 saw her hut a moment,
Yet nwthlnks I see her now,
With the wreath of orange-blossoms
Upon her snowy brow.

And once again I see that brow;
No bridal wreath la there,
The widow’s sombre cap conceals
Her once luxuriant hair.
She weeps in silent solitude,
And there is no one near
To press Her hand within his own.
And wipe away the tear.
I see her broken-hearted;
Yd methinks 1 see her now.
In the pride of youth and beauty.
With a garland on her brow.

—Thomas Haynea Bayl7«

1
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THREE TIMES A WEEK

Burpee’s Annual Sale

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

Rockland, Feb. 12, 1924.
PeraonallJ appeared Frank 8. Lyddie. who on
oalh declare! that he la pressman In the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that n[

the Issue of The Courier-Oaactte of Feb. !».
11*24. there was printed a total of 6.165 copies.
Retort us.

February

FRANK U. MILLER.
Notary l’ubltc.

,i
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THfiY THAT WAIT upon the Lord
shall renew their strength; they shall
mount up with wings as eagles; they
shall run, and not be weary; and they
shall walk, aifd not faint.—Isiah 40;31.

924
MON

TUE

FIND A DAILY LIST

18

19

OF OUR SALE

TODAY'S SPECIAL IS

“KEEP COOLIDGE”
The nomination of Carlton F. Snow
as the Republican candidate for mayor
has struck a popular chord if one is to
judge from the expressions which arc
heard on all sides since the caucus.
Mr. Snow is the representative of one
of Rockland's oldest families, and one
■which stands for industrial and busi
ness progress in this community, with
out fuss or feathers. His record in the
two wars is one of which the city is
justly proud, and surrounded by a sub
stantial board of aldermen and effleent city officials there is every rea
son to believe that he will give an ad
ministration which will be equally to
his and the city’s credit. An element
of the Democratic party is already fos
tering its usual campaign of insinu
ation, but such tactics do not have the
sanction of any self-respecting Demo
crat. and in fact are being condemned
by such. The Courier-Gazette speaks
on the very best of authority when it
says that Mr. Snow has made abso
lutely no promises or even intimations
as to what officials he will name if
elected. He is fully conscious of the
fact that an administration cannot be
successful without suitable men at the
heads of the departments, and if elected
March 3 he will give the subject most
cartful consideration and will welcome
th< advice of those qualified to
assist him in making wise selections.
The story which is bein^ studiously
circulated by the element above men
tioned to the effect that several Ameri
can Legion members were already
slated for “jobs” is an absolute un
truth. Mr. Snow is a past commander
of Winslow-Holbrook Post, American
Legion, but the Legion is a non-politi
cal organization, whose members are
entirely free to support whichever can
didate meets their approval.

SUN
NOTICE!
HERE YOU WILL

Maine did not get the chairmanship
of the V. S. Shipping Board, but the
Maine member, Col. Edward C. Plum
mer of Bath has been made vice chair
man by President Coolidge. Col. Plum
mer has made a life study of the mer
chant marine, and if anybody can help
solve the Shipping Board difficulties
’twould seem as if he were the man.
Two American battleships, the Ne
braska and Vermont, arrived at Oak
land, Calif., the other day and their ad
vent into the harbor was marked by a
dirge from steam whlstlis. The ships
were about to be consigned to the
scrap heap. Both may be said to have
officially begun their career whin tried
on the Rockland course.

Over in Hungary they are not al
lowed to play and sing “Yes, We Have
No Bananas," because the Hungarian
translation is so naughty anil impos
sible. Whin the composers wrote this
song they little thought that it v.a?
going Io have the whole world by the
cars.
During the several weeks vid: n the
whole country was speculating as to
the identity of the Bok peace prize win
ner five persons jealously guarded the se
cret. and four of them were women.
And ytt they say—well, you know the
rest.

•
Humanity toward Germany was cer
tainly not facilitated by the action of
the German Ambassador in Washing
ton who failed to lower the embassy's
flag out of reaped to the late ex-PresIdint Wilson.
Senator Hiram Johnson in a formal
statement Saturday said that- the Re
publican party must clean house or the
people will do It for them. Well. Sen
ator Johnson is a Republican, is lie
not?

RUGS

“SPECIALS”

*

FRI

20

21

22

TODAY’S SPECIAL IS

TODAY’S SPECIAL IS

TODAY’S SPECIAL IS

COPPER NICKLE

ALUMINUM

AXMINSTER
RUG$
$2.49

BLANKETS

OIL
COOK STOVES

$2.35

Regular value .......... $4.50

THU

TODAY’S SPECIAL IS

$1.49

TEAKETTLE
$1.19

Perfection or Florence
2 Burner ..............

$12.10
3 Burn<Jr......... 16.95
4Burner.............

Regular price .......... $5.50

1924

WED

TODAY’S SPECIAL IS

Jav’ts 36x72 Rugs

At 10 A. M., 100 beautiful

TAKEN FROM OUR

I

At 10 A. M.
60 Pairs Extra Heavy Part
Wool Blankets

EVERY ARTICLE

At 10 A. M. we sell 3 Doz.

21.45

All New—Guaranteed

SAT

At 10 A. M., 150 pieces cf

Heavy $1.50 Aluminum
Kitchen Dishes

Regular value .......... $2.75

49c

28

29

1

23
At 10 A. M.
50 Beautiful Rugs
Regular value .......... $5.50

REGUL AR STOCK

LOOK

25 26 27

OVER THIS

GREAT
ASSORTMENT OF

BARGAINS

PRICE CUT

TODAY’S SPECIAL IS

TODAY’S SPECIAL IS

TODAY’S SPECIAL IS

PICTURES

MOPS&POLISH

At 10 A. M.

At 10 A. M.
50 O'Cedar Mops and
Bottle of Polish

SMOKERS’
STAND

20 Beautiful Framed Pictures

50%
And Mare

, TODAY’S SPECIAL IS

WINDOW
SHADES

At 10 A. M.

At 10 A. M.

50 Mahogany Stands

100 Regular 75c Shades
Go on sale fo

98c

99c

69c

Regular value .......... $4.00

Regular value.......... $1.80

Regular value .......... $1.50

19c

TODAY’S SPECIAL IS

BURROWS
CARS’ TABLES
At 10 A. M.
53 Genuine Burrcv.s Card
Tables

CREDIT TERMS
We have planned con

venient Credit Terms
so that all can take ad
vantage of this sale.

$1.89

Regular value .......... $3.50

Vanity Dresser
$19.98
Real

Preach

Wal

nut, Large Mirrors.

Very special fit'.1*8.

Walnut ounet
$39.98

STARTS THE 18th AT 9:C0 O’CLOCK.
EVERY PIECE OF THIS ENORMOUS STOCK IS REDUCED 25% AND
MORE.
AND MIND THIS! A PRICE REDUCTION IN THIS STORE MEANS MORE THAN A PRICE REDUCr TiON IN THE ORDINARY STORE, AND HERES WHY: WE ARE MEMBERS OF THE FAMOUS ATHERTON
SYNDICATE, THE LARGEST BUYING ORGANIZATION IN NEW ENGLAND.

Queen Anne buf
fet in American
Walnut. CO Inches
’ong. Heavy plate

PLAIN FIGURED SALE TAGS ARE ON EVERY PIECE OF MERCHANDISE.
HUNDREDS OF PIECES MARKED LESS THAN ONE-HALF.
WE GIVE
YCU OUR WORD THAT THIS IS THE GREATEST FURffITyRE SALE EVER ATTEMPTED IN ROCKLAND.
WE SAY TO YOU. TAKE ADVANTAGE
CF THESE DRASTIC REDUCTIONS; ITS AN OPPORTUNITY THAT COMES TO YOU BUT FEW TIMES IN A LIFETIME.

William H. Anderson, State Super
intendent of the Anti-Saioon League in
New York, has been sentenced to one
to two years in State prison for third
degree forgery.
The case attracted
unusual attention because of the dry
leader's admission that he received
926,COO from a man whose name cr
whereabouts he could not remember.
Clemency wag denied by the pres.ding
judge, and rightfully, if h was guilty.
Guilt is expected from men who defy
the Volstead law—the Scofflaws—but
it is doubly to be condemned in one
who Is placed in a position cf respon
sibility and trust.
The Associated Press lost Friday
carried two interesting dispatches.
One was dated Huntsville. Texas, and
told how the new warden of the State
Prison had resigned rather than con
duct the electrocution of five negroes.
The other dispatch was from Carson
City. Nev., and told how lethal gas had
been used for the first time in the
United States in an execution.. Maine
once had capital punishment, hut hang
ings were abolished hire many years
ago. After all, what greater punish
ment for a convict than to send him to
prison for the balance of his days?

FEBRUARY

Don’t You Think This Is a Real
Bargain at $98.00

RUGS

This Walnut Bedroom Suite $98.00

Every Rug in Our Immense Stock

Marked Way Down

Uphclstered
Rocker

Reg. Price Sale Price
Genuine Kcrmanshaw, 9x12 $39.00

Bridge L Lamp

Three pieces—Handsome Bed, Dresser and Ch:fforcbe.
(Tciiet Table fcr $39.00)

$13.98

This is a suite that will make your bedroom perfect.

Po’ychionie
ba e.
Silk and georgette
shades in a.l
uiar color combina
tions. Fiinge trim
med. Only $ 1 :k?r,.

$'2 98

Roxbury Seamless Axmin
ster, 9x12,

75.03

Heavy Axminster, 9x12,

G9.53

Smith's Axminster, 9x12,

49.50

Cmith's Axminster, 8x10,

59.50

Smith's Axminster. 8x10,

54.CO

Roxbury Tapesiry, 9x12,

35.00

Roxbury Tapestry, 9x12,

35.00

Roxbury Tapestry, 8x10,

34.C0

Roxbury Velvet, 9x12,

54.00

Sanford Velvet, 3x10,

51.00

59.36
49.3®
39.93
43.98
37.98
23.98
*9^ QQ
21.98
36.98
35.98

Here Is a Most Exceptional Bedroom

Hundreds cf Smail Rugs from 98c up

Outfit Offer $49.00

UNOLEUM
and GOLD-SEAL RUGS
3000 Yards of Genuine Armstrong
Linoleum Less Than Usual Cost

Library Table

Good Heavy Inlaid Patterns for Living Room
or Kitchen. Reg. price $1.75; now $139

$15.58

Genuine Heavy Printed, dozens of patterns.
Regular price, $1.10; new ........ ..........

Qiiartcrsawcl
Oak
rocker, uphobxcred
in black leather.
High,

at

In genuine velour or tapestry—in the most delightful combinations of
colors end patterns. The frame is of the Queen Anno style with
carving at the bottom. It is well constructed with spring bases and
backs. Loose spring cushions. Truly a suite cf great merit and a
real value. The suite gencraily sells fcr $175.00. The February sale
price is $98.CC.

A Complete Dining Suite for Price of
Table and Chairs Alone, $149.00

.70

American Wiinu: nr
Mahogany. To »

Inlaid Lmoiewm

two book shelves,
s..?? price $15.98.

$139

GOLD-SEAL ART RUGS

Teary (liin’Hy rrpn-

ine Inlaid llnonuni. Many attrac
tive designs /at the
a’e
price.
ner
square yard $1.30.

Beautiful New Patterns
Regular Price
Sale Price
3x12 .............. ..............$18.00 ..... ...... Cl 4

NOTiCE
VJe will store,
insure and deliv
er Free at your
convenier.co any
goods you pur
chase
during
this sale.

comfortable

back.
Special
>12.18.

Consists of bed spring and mattress, drfjscr, small reading lamp

and table and a very comfortable rocker.

Be sure to inquire about

this suite when you arc in the store tomorrow.

It is a gonuine bar

gain and one that you cannot afford to overlook. Only a few on sale.
Regular value, $20.00.

9x1C-3 .......... .............. 15.75

.....

3x9 ................. ............... 13.50

....

7-6x9 ............ .............. 11.25

.....

9.00

....

5x9 ................ ..............

10.99
9.29
6.49
5.98

EVERY ONE NEW AND PERFECT

MAIL ORDERS

Many of the finest suites we have or our floors are now offered at
this astoundingly low price. Thp suite illustrated above is an ex
ample of the genuine bargains. It is a Queen Anne, ten-piece ma
hogany suite that wiil make living in your home .more enjoyable.
Come in and see it.

Every order re
ceived by mail
wjH Have spe
cial attention.
Free Delivery

THOUSANDS OF F/ECES OF BEAUTIFUL FURNITURE TO BE SOLD AT LESS THAN COST. COME EARLY. FREE DELIVERY.

Aromatic Cedar Chests

Erass Beds

Silk Floss Mattress
$19.30
Twelve of these Genuine
$30.C0 Mattresses to-be sold
for J’S.OO.

$29.98
This satin finished Brass
Bed is worth $38X0.

MAIL ORDERS
To accommodate many out-of-town
customers we have arranged to ac
cept orders by mail. Special atten
tion and quick shipment of goods.

$12.98

Colonial Buffet

A handsome Solid Oak Buf
fet. regular price is $44.09

Genuine

Tennessee

Wooly-Wool Blankets
Red

Cedar. Regular price $18.00.

$3.58
50 Heavy Cotton and Wool
Blankets. Reg. price $5.50

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Odd Dressers

$16.29
A few of these Solid Oak
Dressers* Reg. price $34.00

DELIVERY
All goods will be delivered free.
As we offer to store and keep in
sured until delivered you can buy
in this sale many of the things you
planned to purchase next summer.

Every-Other-Day
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COMMUNITY FAIR
TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Feb. 12—Telephone girls’ annual ball In
Temple hall.
Feb. 14—Visiting Day at Knox Hospital.
Feb. 15—Vinalhaven—Valentine Ball under
auspices V. H. S.
Feb. 15—J7.15) Address, Maine’s Greatest
Needs, Hon.' W. R. Pattangall, Augusta, be
fore the Woman’s Educational Club.
Feb. 15—(League Basketball) Rockland High
vs. Camden High in the Arcade.
Feb. 15—Union, the thrce-act play, Sunshine,
at Town Hall.
Feb. 18-23—Annual Community Fair.
Feb. 20—Monthly meeting of Baptist Men’s
League.
Feb. 21-23—Grand Opera In Portland.
Feb. 22—Washington’s Birthday.
Feb. 22—Camden—Annual Ball of Atlantic
Engine Co.
Feb. 22-23—Winter carnival at Damariscotta.
Feb. 23-March 1—Portland Auto Show.
Feb. 25—Community Ball at the Arcade.
Feb. 25—“Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm”
presented at Copper Kettle by St. Peter’s Guild.
Feb. 28—Catholic coffee party in Temple
hall.
Feb. 28—Mrs. Morrill Hamlin at Vnlversalist
vestry under auspices of the Business and
Professional Women's Club.
Feb. 25-March 9—Special meetings led by
Dr. G R. Stair. First Baptist Church.
March 1—Knox Pomona Grange meets with
South Hope Grange.
March 3—City election.
March 3—Waldoboro—Town meeting Day.
Mar. 7—(7.15) Address by Hon. Frank G.
Farrington of Augusta before Woman’s Edu
cational Club at the Methodist testry.
March 8-15—Boston Automobile Show.
March 14—Annual ball of Veteran Fire
men's Association ih Havener hall.
**
April 3—Republican State
Portland.

Convention In

April 5 (7.15)—Address by Paul D. Sargent,
Chief Engineer State Highway Commission, be
fore the Woman's Educational Club, subject,
•‘The State’s Interest in ltoad Improvement.”
April 9—Easter sale and supper of Cnngre
gational ladies.
April 18 (7.15 p. m.)—Address by Kenneth
C. M. Sills, President of Bowdoin College, liefore the Woman’s Educational Club.
June 24—Democratic National Convention
meets In NcW York.

Weather thia Week
Weather outlook for the week be*
ginning yesterday In North and Middle
Atlantic States: Considerable cloudi
ness and occasional rains or snows, fre
quent changes in temperature.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis
FEBRUARY
1924

FEBRUARY
1924

NEW SPRING MERCHANDISE
VISIBLE AND ON SALE
•
: in :
SEVERAL OF OUR DEPARTMENTS
See Our Window Display of New Spring Fabrics
DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT
Just received a line of beautiful Silk Striped Tissue Gingham Checks and

Plaids, at per yard ......................................................................................... G5c
Dotted Swiss Voile, 39 inches wide, plain dot and dotted floral patterns
A beautiful line of colors, per yard ....................................... ............... 58c

“Challetiste,” something different. Floral patterns in latest colors; fast
colors, 36 inches wide, per yard............ ................................................. 50c

36 inch Witchery Crepe A new fabric, popular for its softness in fin
ish, wide variety of designs and beautiful tones in colors, yard ..... 65c
We have just received a new line of lingerie materials.
Cotton Jersey, whitey blue, pink, corn, 36 inches........................................ 58c

All colors in plisse; 32 inch cross stitch designs, very pretty .............. 38c

36 inch Colored Plisse, white, pink, blue, yellow, lavender, yard ...........45c
32 inch silk finished plisse, all colors, per yard ...................................... 45c
New Percales, all new patterns, per yard.................................................... 28a
All colors in Jap Crepes, fast colors, per yard .............. ••........................ 38o

Cottens have advanced within the last two months. We have a full
ratines, knubbed voiles, new silk and wool and silk and cotton brocades,
line of Pequot goods on hand at old prices. A material saving to you by
supplying your needs now.
DRESS GOODS
DEPARTMENT

A. L. Marks is wearing his left arm
it: splints having strained a ligament
while working in Thomaston.

We art opening daily new fabrics in dress goods. The new silk and
satin canton crepe, also moire crepe de chines, silk and wool canton, bro
caded silk and wool poplin in the new Chinese blue shades, also tans,
greys, silver, navy, and black. Novelty crepe de chine in many new de
signs and colorings. Among the new wool fabrics for spring we are
showing plain and plaid and checked flannels, all aooI mixed and novelty
tweeds, poiret twills and crepe wools.

Three Point kilns were fired last
week, making 12 which are now burn
ing in the city, exclusive of the Gas
Kilns.

In new cottons for spring we have Ratines and fancy Ratinettes,
figured canton crepe, plain cotton crepes in all colors, a large line of new
dress linens, all colors, and the new Imported Ginghams in checks, checked
to shop now while we have all the colors.

State Teachers’ Examinations will be
held Feb. 23 at McLain school build
ing. Candidates should be on hand at
8.30 sharp.

READY TO WEAR
DEPARTMENT

Mrs. Abbie M. O’Brien died at her
home on the Old County road Sunday
night, aged 77 years.

The Literary Digest is conducting a
We try to be
secret ballot on Tax Reduction, and a
number of local citizens have been very prompt in
filling our mail
asked to register their votes.
orders.
Write
Rockland Lodge of Perfection will for samples if
are not
have work Friday afternoon at 3 you
o’clock, and Rockland Council, Princes able to come
of Jerusalem, will have work at 7.30. yourself.
The Community Food Fair, through
other arrangements, has a twelvef<>ot space\ left for some exhibitor
which will tafe arranged to suit the cus
tomer.

Lewis B. Clark, a Rockland boy who
is attending University of Maine, has
been elected organist and choir di
rector of the First Methodist church,
Bangor.

New Today

Dresses in new Spring materials and styles
SPECIALS

Are the Dresses priced at $25.00
SPECIALS
Are the Waists and Overblouses at $1.95

NEW MODELS IN MILLINERY
All Silk, and Combinatioin Silk and Straw

Fuller - Cobb-Davi s

Marston’s Orchestra has been en
gaged to furnish music for the grand
minstrel show, which the Band boys
This Is drill and pay night with
will put on March 5 and 6 Watch for
Battery G.
the street parade March 5 at 12 o’clock.
Harry Carr has leased the store op
The date of the annual coffee party posite The Courier-Gazette office, now
given by St. Bernard’s Parish in Tem occupied as a restaurant, and will have
ple hall has been changed from Feb.
his market and grocery there as soon
26 to 28, as it was found to conflict
as arrangements can be made. ,
with a Masonic meeting which had the
right of way.
The Rockport High School basketball
team plays In Damariscotta Friday
Mrs. Jennie Harvey Percival has
night. Smarting under its unexpected
completed arrangements for her classes
defeat In Thomaston last week the
in aesthetic and interpretative dancing
Lincoln Academy team will probably
and at her regular Thursday after
put up Its stiffest game.
noon classes in Temple hall will be
accompanied by her assistant, Miss
The Rockland Rand will give an
Olive Morris, and meet all pupils inter other sacred concert in Park Theatre
ested at 5 o’clock, and in the evening next Sunday afternoon. The full pro
at 7 o’clock at the Copper Kettle Porch gram has not been completed, but will
class.
appear in Thursday’s issue. A cornet
solo by Director Fish will be one fea
‘‘I was much interested in your ar ture to look forward to.
ticle about the marine graveyard at
Tenant’s Harbor,” said Capt. Ned
The North Knox Fair and Hancock
Davies of Camden, ‘‘but I didn’t see County Fair are among the four from
any mention of the schooner Daniel whom the State stipend has been
l’hrson, and I am very sure that craTt withheld. Commissioner Washburn an
la in the lot.” This schooner’s career nounces. It is stated that the stipends
is saiel to have been confined to a sin are withheld from these fairs because
gle voyage, for reasons which old mar of the reports of inspectors of the De
iners may recall.
partment of Agriculture that these so
cieties have not complied with all the
'here will be a sale of home made laws governing the distribution of the
dy, fudge of all kinds on Wednes- stipend, particularly in regard to
t Feb. 13, at the Simonton Annex, games of chance.
lerock street held by the candy
imittee of the M. E. Church. Come
Bangor Commercial: Maine motor
I join in the Sweet Buy and fluy.— ists who have traveled over the road
from Rockland to Bath will be pleased
at the decision of the governor and
George W. Palmer, painter, (formerly council to recommend to the State
of Clifton & Karl) with 27 years ex highway commission that work be im
perlence is now prepared to do paper mediately begun upon the stretch of
ing. all kinds of painting and ceiling highway between Wiscasset and Edgework, also refinishing antique furni comb which has long been a night
ture.
Workmanship guaranteed and mare to motorists. If at the same
prices right. 254 Main street. Tel.854-M. time work Is accelerated upon the un
18-tf
speakable conditions so long existing
between P.clfast and Northport, drivers
bert U. Collins is prepared to ren- of motor ears may hopefully under
asslstance In making out income take a trip from Bangor to Bath via
returns.—adv.
tf
Rockland without fear of breaking an
axle or expectation of obtaining help
from horses along the way.

COMMUNITY BALL

The Community Ball, which comet
on the night of FEB. 25, in the
ARCADE, serving as a grand wind
up for Community Fair, will be the
greatest dancing event of the win
ter. Marston’s Full Drive will fur
nish music and no pains are being
spared to give the dancing public
of Rockland and surrounding towns
a real treat
BALL COMMITTEE,
Community Fair and Carnival.

First show
ing
of
now
Spring Hosiery.
All the new
light colors.

a.t the ARCADE

Rockland Dodige t»f Elks signed up
last night for a big 27-act circus,
which will be given next August.

“I have been much Interested in the
way the political pot is boiling down in
Rockland,” writes Alton H. Blackington from Boston, "and hope that Com
mander Snow will come through with
flying colors.” Mr. Blackington reiter
ates his statement that The CourierGazette's radio column is the best he
reads, and he was waiting with Inter
est to see the description of the Haynes
hook-up which this paper is now pub
lishing.

AN EXCITING MORNING

The Standard Bearer Society of the
Methodist church will meet in the
vestry Wednesday evening at 7.30.

Damariscotta is having its Winter
Canival Friday and Saturday of next
week, with ski jumping, horse races,
basketball and dancing as some of the
features of a very attractive program.
Senator Ralph O. Brewster of Port
land. who seeks the Republican nomi
nation for governor, has leased Temple
hall for March 6 and will deliver a po
litical address.
At a meeting of the parishioners of
the M. E. church Sunday A. W. Greg
ory was elected delegate and Mrs.
Lena St. Clair was elected alternate to
the General Conference to be held in
Portland, April 19.

Llmerock Valley Pomona Grange
meets with Penobscot Orange, Glencove, Saturday. The local Grange fur
nishes furnishes beans, coffee and
bread and the visiting Grange isi to
furnish cake and pastry.

Sympathy again goes out to Mr. and
Mrs. Walter FASsett of Malden, Mass.,
In the loss of their second twin daugh
ter, Eleanor Mabel, which took place
at their home 628 Salem street, Feb. 3,
Death was due to weak heart action.

James Miller of Houlton and Robert
Duffy were found guilty of intoxica
tion in Municipal Court Saturday,
and their desire to be put under
cover, was acknowledged by a 30-day
sentence in the county jail.
St. Valentine’s night is to he ob
served at the Fiske House, Damari
scotta, Thursday night, with a supper
and dance. Dancing begins at 8 o'clock
and supper will be served at 10.30. A
few tables have been reserved for
Rockland guests.

If you’ra thinking about your trousera—widen your perspective—get
tha wide models aa shown with our
new Spring suits.
No more need for bagging at tha
kneea.
No more ankla display.

The advanced fashions are here
for the man of advanced ideas.
Our blue-gray suiting will be the
choice with those who favor some
thing choice.

$35.00
New Spring Hats—

$5.00, $6.00, $7.00

J. F.
GREGORY
SONS CO.

The Knox County Ministerial Asso
ciation met yesterday at the Baptist
church in Rockport, with 16 members
416-418 MAIN STREET
present. Rev. Mr. Holman, pastor of
the Baptist church in Camden read
The annual hall of the Veteran Fire
a paper on “The Ministers' Recrea men's Association, March 14, is to be
tion,” and the pastors derived some held in Havener hall, instead of the
good advice from It. A curfew law Arcade, as stated.
was discussed somewhat.
Latest reports from St. Petersburg,
• •••••••
• • • • Fla., tell of the steady improvement of
A. S. Littlefield, who went there some
HOW’S THE WEATHER?
weeks ago to recuperate.

A light snowfall Sunday night
has been the only casualty since
our last issue. Temperature Sun
day 10 above, yesterday 20 above
and this morning 4 above. Snow
and warmer is promised for to
day. We can stand lots of the
latter.—The Weather Man.

■Kora Temple of Lewiston has its
annual ladies night and ceremonial
session on the 15th and 16th days,
seventh moon. Rajah, 1342. If by any
chance you don't know when that Is.
the program explains that the dates
are Feb. 21 and 22 of the present year.
Order of cei< monies: 6.30-8.00. first
banquet for Nobles and ladies having
reservations: 8-8.30, reception and con
cert; 8.30, grand march followed by
dancing until 1 a. m.; 9-12. continuous
banquet. Music and entertainment
continuous in the banquet mall.

Last evening's meeting of the Re
The regular meeting of Ivanhoe
Temple. Pythian Sisters, will be held publican Club at the home of its pres
ident, Mrs. Esther B. 'Bird, saw a large
tomorrow evening at 8 o'clock.
attendance of women and men and
Aurora Lodge, F. & A. M., will work much earnestness and enthusiasm dis
the Entered Apprentice on several can played with respect to the approach
didates at its special meeting Wed ing city election. Commander Snow,
the party’s mayoralty candidate, gave
nesday night.
a brief and informal address, renewing
Trawler Coot, coming from the West his pledge made in his caucus speech
ern banks with 180,000 pounds of mixed of acceptance, to serve the interests
fish, discharged her fare at the Burn of the city with Sill his ability, adding
ham & Morrill plant, Portland, Friday. that lie would go Into office, if elected
It is said that the Portland concern absolutely unhampered by any other
plans .to can 6,000,000 pounds of fish pledges of any sort. Many others
spoke briefly.
this season.
A richly deserved promotion has been
accorded Dr. II. W. Frohock who now
has the rating of captain in the Offi
cers Reserve Corps. 322d Medieal Regi
ment, 97th Division. The promotion
was made by order of the President
and comes as a result of five years'
service in the reserve with a line rec
ord.
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Why fear discussion? Discussion Is
education. A remarkable lecture course
for the season ahead is arranged for
the Educational Club, whose, fortu
nate memebers secure for a pittance
what Is In actuality beyond price and
difficult to secure at any price. Witfl
William A. Pattaisgall and Frank G.
Farrington, both of Augusta and both
candidates for Governor, State Librt^
rian Henry E. Dunnack, Paul Sargent,
President Kenneth C. M. Sills of
Brunswick, already engaged, its cup
of joy 9eems full and running over. No
wonder It is the largest woman's club
in the city and new members join
every meeting.
No wonder Knox
County women are deeply interested
In all branches of citizenship, perform
ing their civic duties with intelli
gence and alacrity. The next meeting
is Feb. 15.

We have extra fancy gold fish for
Manager Dondis of Strand Theatre sale with this deal. See ad, on other
has contracted with James O'Hara to page. Kittredge Pharmacy,—adv.
remain with the theatre as organist
19-21
until 1925. The contract is in ac
cordance with the rules, regulations
and bylaws of the American Feder
ation of musicians. Mr. O'Hara, who
Is now organist at the First Baptist
church, In addition to his duties as
theatre organist, is exceedingly popu
lar with Rockland audiences, who hav^
never ceased to congratulate Manager
Dondis In ^securing his services. Els
handling of the special music in con
nection with "Little Old New York”
was a masterly bit of musical skill
The Directors of Knox Hospital have which the patrons will not soon for
—AT—
issued an Invitation to the public to get.
Inspect the hospital on Thursday af
ternoon. Feb. 14. If this day should
TEMPLE HALL
iThe sale at Davis Garment Shop
prove stormy the invitation" is made sure started with a rush. They were
for the first pleasant day thereafter. just mobbed all day Friday and Sat
18-20
urday and don’t forget folks you have
all this week to attend and take ad
Marston’s Orchestra
What a glorious sight before me
vantage of this wonderful opportunity.
As I sit down to eat,
Mr. Cutler and Mr. Cook, the new
Nice fresh scallops from YOUNG’S managers of the store, are well pleased
50c EACH; $1.00 COUPLE
(Market
with the attendance at their sale and
are looklpg forward to a bright future.
Makes my dinner just complete.
—adv.
Adv.

TELEPHONE GIRLS’

DANCE
TONIGHT

Dr. W. F. Lyford of Vinalhaven,
prominent in the Masonic fraternity,
and In public affairs, generally, of the
island town, was a visitor in the city
yesterday.
The condition of Dr. T. E. Tibbetts
this morning is very critical, with the
end seemingly a matter only of hours.
The patient is still conscious, and fully
recognizes the situation.

The Snow Marine Co. has bought
from the underwriters the wrecked
steamer Gov. Bodwell as she now lies
on Spindle Ledge, and will salvage as
much of the gear as possible. Capt.
Snow expects to go to the wreck with
the steam lighter Sophia after that
craft has been inspected.
William Densmore, who was indict
ed at the January term of Supreme
Court, in connection with the larceny
of rope from Shapiro Bros.' junk shop,
hut who could not be found while court
was in session, was located at Bay
Point yesterday by Deputy Sheriffs
Rokes and Condon. 11a will he tried
at the April term.
•
Seventy-five members of Gen. Berry
Lodge and the Pythian Sisters sat
down to a fine scallop supper served
under the direction of Mrs. James
Cates, most excellent chief, Thursday
night. A dance, private to the mem
bers, with music by Walsh’s Orchestra,
followed.
The Jollification was in
honor of the lodge’s 50th anniversary
and was In charge of Past Chancellor
Fred H. Sanborn.
Jasper Amata of Donohue court was
before Judge Miller yesterday charged
with having possession of a still.
Deputy Sheriffs Rokes and Condon,
who raided Amata’s home Saturday,
found a tank and coll, but no inaRh.
Amata said that he found the mate
rials in a bag suspended from a limb In
Lindsey Grove, while ho was cutting
a Christmas tree. He was found guilty,
fined (100 and costs and sentenced to
two months In Jail. Tlrrell for re
spondent.

Moulaison, Smith, McAlary
Et Als Fight Flood In The
Courier-Gazette’s
New
Building.

Wc shall discontinue our

Most of our readers are familiar with
that immortal declamation "The Leak
in the Dyke,” but had they been In the
basement of The Courier-Gazette's
new building Saturday morning they
would have seen a most startling dem
onstration in which the elements of
heroism were certainly not lacking.
A water meter which had become
loosened during construction opera
tions In the basement came down with
a crash while John Moulaison was at
work there, and a stream from a half
Inch pipe shot across the basement,
backed by a hundred pound pressure.
The Courier-Gazette’^ valuable new
press, onto which the forms for Satur
day's issue were about to be placed
was in direct line of the deluge until
Mr. Moulaison, with commendablepresence of mind placed a board in
such manner as to divert the stream to
another part of the basement.
The situation was saved by William
T. Smith, plumber who with an assist
ant, had happened Into the new build
ing. They procured a long section of
two-lnch pipe and by placing it over
the half inch stream conducted the
water out of doors and prevented the
basement from being flooded. The
volunteers took turns In holding the
pipe in place.
It required something more than
strategy, however, to affix a valve to
the two-lnch pipe while the forces of
Mirror Lake were still behind the pow
erful stream. It was a case of hit or
miss, but Mr. Smith is a good guesser
as well as a good plumber, and the
valve swung into place as perfectly as
though it were not being done in the
face and eyes of a raging torrent.
Mr. Smith was assisted in his stren
uous task by Supt. A. F. McAlary of
the Camden & Rockland Water Cg. and
by employes of The Courier-Gazette,
all of whom got pretty thoroughly
drenched by the steady discharge of
Icy water.
One of the busiest members of the
rescue crew was Frank S. Lyddie, The
Courier-Gazette’s efficient pressman,
who stood knee deep in the concrete
press pit, bailing for dear life in order
that the water would not reach the
motor.
Other members of The Courier-Ga
zette staff who battled with the ele
ments were Neil Perry, foreman, Ray
mond Stewart, Raymond Anderson and
Eaten Blake. It is said that Nell came
the nearest to getting excited that
anybody has ever known him to.
The Courier--Gazette Is not given to
manufacturing Its own news, and It
surely does not care to repeat the per
formance.

SUITS

MEMORIAL ORGAN RECITAL
Mr. O’Hara's Sunday evening organ
recital at the First Baptist church,
which was arranged as memorial to
ex-President Woodrow Wilson, was
listened to by an audience that tasted
the seating capacity of the auditorium.
The program included The Largo, by
Handel; Chopin’s Funeral March; the
first movement of 'Schubert’s Unfin
ished Symphony; and Berceuse, from
Jocelyn, by Godard; each played with
masterly appreciation and yielding
great pleasure to the large and appre
ciative audience.
Following the recital and prefacing
the regular evening service the pas
tor, Rev. Benjamin P. Browne, in the
spirit of the occasion said:
Tonight we wrap arouftd the name
of our great ex-President the gentle
folds of music. He lived In days of
war and misunderstanding, but we re
member him tonight in symphonies of
peace. We accord him a great and en
during place in history and his memory
will linger In our hearts like the soft
cadences of distant music."

YEARNING FOR YANKEELAND
Fruitland Park, Fla., Feb. 10.
Pear Courier-Gazette: —
Now tile orange groves are whitening,
Now it is that Maine folks know
Tin the Southland’s Spring awakening.
While yet the North Is under snow.
Still a little while wc linger.
And wait the sweet magnolia bloom:
When we feel Maine’s springtime calling,
We’re coming hack—not yet, but soon.

Bertha A. Raymond.

Upon the home depends the sucess of health work among chlldRobert U. Collins is prepared to ren
dren. Authorities state it to be
d.
der assistance In making out Income 90%. The home furnishes all the abso
taut returns.
adv. tt.
lute necessities for life.
Rockland Red Cross.
Gold fish have arrived at the Kit
tredge Pharmacy. Come early. See ad.
on other page.—adv.
19-21
1855
1924

^Memorials^

DANCING
Mrs. Jennie Harvey Percival
Miss Olive Morris, Asst.
TEMPLE HALL

E. A. GILDDEN & CO.
WALDOBORO, ME.

MARK DOWN SALE

after

SATURDAY,

FEBRUARY 16
We shall continue our

MARK DOWN
on

WINTER
OVERCOATS
Until Further Notice

3 BURPEE & LAMB
I
IT MIGHT BE WORSE

Life in Winter on Ice-Bound North
Haven Not So Bad As It's Painted.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
One might wonder what the people
In North Haven do for amusement
these long winters. Well, Tuesday
night after the Brother Knights of
Pythias held their regular lodge meet
ing and Installation, the sisters were
invited in to a hop to the strains of
music from Brown's Orchestra after
which all retired to the dining room
where hot coffee, doughnuts and cako
were served.
Thursday morning Messrs. Duncan
and Sampson jumped into their motor
boat and after making a few drags
while the snow was sifting down,
came in with a fine mess of scallops.
That evening Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Duncall, Mr. and Mrs. Frank f-'ampson, Mr.
and Mrs. Irvin Simpson, Mr. and Mrs.
llalph Chapin, Miss Kostina Duncan
and Herman Crockett departed amidst
the jingling of sleigh-bells with Frank
Sampson at the reins over the hills to
Aunt Eliza Waterman’s.
She was
waiting with hands outstretched In
welcome, and the warmth of the tire
glow inside made all feel us if it were
Florida rather than the zero weather
of bleak New England. Beside the tiro
sat Walter and Dallas smoking and
t-pinning their yarns, while Charles
with his lantern was safely stabling
the horses. The party was soon ready
for the evening’s entertainment which
consisted of playing the old-fashioned
games and singing the old. old songs.
Soon Mala 1 had the refreshments
ready and a delicious scallop stew was
served together with some of Aunt
Bitza’s famous apple pie, •
Then Friday evening Mr. and Mrs.
Lfster/Stone invited to their home Mr.
and Mrs. Franz Leyonborg Rev. and
Mrs. Milton Perry, Mr. anil Mrs. Albert
Hopkins, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar York, Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd Duncan. Mrs. Esther
Whitmore and daughter Winona. Mrs.
Clara Dyer, Mrs. Herbert Young. Mrs.
harles Bray. Misses Jennie and Etta
peveragr, Miss Fostlna Duncan, Leon
Stone and Herman Crockett. A fine
selection of plays wore presented by
Mrs. Stone after which all marched to
the dining room where they helped
themselves to sandwiches brownies,
cake and lemonade. It can he said that
tf the evening’s program could have
been broadcast. Including sidesplitting
si lections from Perry, Leyonborg and
York, it is doubtful if the radio sta
tions would have received a better en
tertainment this winter.
Saturday evening the Grange gave a
delicious baked bean supper from 5 to 7
o'clock after which a three net comedy
entitled, "Daddy” was presented in a
very clever manner by the following
cast:
Weston Brown, a father, Lloyd
Crockett; Teddy Brown, his son. Ray
mond Crockett; Paul Clfrster, a young
doctor, Paton Dyer; Thompson, the
butler, Edgar Dorr; Mrs. Wrcxton
Brown, a mother, Christie Dorr; Nellio
Brown, her daughter. Pearl Ladd; Mrs.
Chester. Mr. Brown's sister, Una Whit
more; Jane, the cook, Dorothy Crock
ett. This play will be repeated in Li
brary hall at the village tonight for
the benefit of those who did not get
out to the Grange hall Stiturday.
This is just a sample of a mid-win
ter week’s social activity on old North
Haven. Florida may have its heat,
commercialized sunshine and high
Stepping social life—good old virile,
friendly homelike Maine has its com
pensations.
Year Around Native.
North Haven, Feb. 11.

BORN
.Wall—Rockport, Feb. 4, to Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Wall, a daughter.—Elizabeth Marie.

CARO 0$ THANcS"*-

Wc wish to thank our many friends Mr their
kind assistance and thoughtfulness during
THURSDAY, FEB. 14
sickness in our family. We are grateful al-»
MARRIED
floral contributions
Brantley-Snow—Rocklanil, Fell. 6. by Itcv. for- the beautiful
Ballroom Classes, 3.15 P. M.
Mrs. Eva Flandera and family.
.1 M. Itali'llfT. Rnnile F. Brantley of the V. S.
Friendship,
Maine.
*
For Younger Pupils
S. Putnam anil Mias Ethel B. Snow of Rock
land.
Ballroom Classes 4.00 P. M.
Butler-WoUon Thomaston. Feb. 9, by Rev
CARD OF THANKS
For Older Pupils
It. H. Short, Walter K. Butler of Tbomaatun
I wish through the columns of The Couriarand
Mias
Olive
I.
Wotlon
of
Cushing.
Gazette
to
thank
m.v many friends, netgfcbQrs,
Aesthetic and Interpretative Classes
Golden Rod Rebekah Circle. Willing Worker*
under direction of Miss Morris
Circle. Dr. Plumer and Mrs. Jones for the
DIED
,
at 5.00 P. M.
kind and thoughtful acta during my Illness
McLellan— Thomaston, Feb. 9, Mrs. Annie and ten weeks stay at the Kaox Hospital. I
Older Pupils at 7.00 P. M.
C. McLellan, aged 83 years, 2 months. 27 days. also wish to express my thanks to Dr. Fogg,
Services at 9 o'clock Wednesday at St. James the superintendent and nurses for their many
at the Copper Kettle Porch
Catliollc Church, Thomaaton.
acts of kindness.
Lillian E. Frocjor.
O’Brien Rockland, Feb.
10. Abbie SI.
Union, Maine, Feb. C.
*
Private instruction by aopointment O'Brien,
aged 77 years, 5 months, 2 days. Fu
in all the newest steps
neral Wednesday afternoon from late resi
IN MEMORIAM
dence at 2 o’clock.
In loving memory of George W. Ludwig, Jr.,
Keller—Cantden. Feb. 11, James A. Keller
aged 67 years. 7 months, 21 days. Funeral ser who passed away Feb. 13. 1922.
L R. CAMPBELL
(Some may think we forget you
vices Wednesday at 2 o'clock.
Whety they sometimes see us smile.
.Smith-Bangor. Feb. 9. Mabel Merrill, wife
But they know not of the heart-aches
of Charles Smith of Rockland, aged 23 years
Attorney at Law
That the smile hides all the while.
2 months. 4 days. Funeral aerviees today from
Gone, but never to he forgotten by Ills
Spoolal Attention te Probate Watters the Croater funeral parlors at 2 o’clock.
Thurston—Augusta. Feh. 2, Philo Thurston Fatfier. Mother. Brother and Sister, Mrs.
878 MAIN 8T„ ROCKLAND, ME.
aged 53 years, 5 mouths. Interment at Vnlon William T. Smith.
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WATERMAN’S BEACH
Uncle

Charles

Receives

Among Others a

Letter

From a Real City Editor.

ter, written on the Herald letter-head
with the newsboy jumping through the
hoop:
'“Dear Mr. Godfrey:—That I am a
loyal reader of your column in The
Courier-Gazette is indicated by the
fact that X noted recently your gentle
plaint that you were shy of calendars
this year. As I happen to be long on
them I .am taking the liberty of send
ing you under separate cover one bear
ing a collection of wise and frivolous
remarks t iken from the works of that
great Ameri.an humorist, Mark Twain.
You. being somewhat of a philosopher
in yjur own right, doubtless will ap
ple.date the various excerpts.
"I have put in two summer vaca
tions at Spill ,- Head, thanks to the
hospitality of the Makers, Maggie and
Tom. us you so famli.arly call them.
Incidentally 1 like the local scenery,
though 1 have visited other points in
Maine where there was less fog, and
more scenery. I probably shall be
down again this summer. Perhaps it
may be my good fortune to meet you,
though being tin old man 'somewhere
around the fifties,’ I don't do overn.ir'h walking and. being a newspaper
man, 1 have no cat. With best wishes.
W. E. Greenough.”

ANGLERS ATTENTION!

WARREN

Camden Association Wants
More Members and Funds,
To Carry On Good Work.

Mrs. Roy Elwell of Rockport hHS
been the guest of her father. A. B.
Conic for several days.
F. E. Percy reports receiving clear
ly a fine radio program Friday evening
on his Radiola 2, among numbers being
the Bell Telephone & Telegraph Co.,
experiment by telephone and radio
from New Y'ork to San Francisco and
Havana.
This Included a roll call
from 23 stations and was the first time
such an experiment was ever tried.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Lawrence French
and children Dorothy and Edith were
guests Sunday of Mrs. Henrietta
French.
Fred Miller and Charles Libby are
employed hauling lumber for Retd &
Davis on the cutting on Waldoboro
road to Warren depot for loading.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Moore Joined the
campers on the Counce lot at South
Warren the past week where Mr.
Moore has employment with Spear and
Robinson.
Samuel Fuller made a 40-lb catch
of smelts on the river Saturday. The
fish were of unusual size three of the
largest totaling a weight of 18 ounces
A large crowd enjoyed the fine pic
ture program at Glover hall Saturday
evening. The music by Robbins’ Or
chestra received much applause.
Mrs. Andrew Wilson was a weekend
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson.
Mrs. Easebia Grierson of South
Thomaston was a weekend guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Randall.
The Kr.ights of Pythias and the I’ythian Sisters held a joint Installation
on Friday night. Katherine Sobel, P.
G. C„ with the assistance of Mrs. Min
nie Eastman as G. S. and Mrs. George
Simmons as G. M„ all of Knox Temple,
Camden, very ably installed the fol
lowing officers of'Crescent Temple; P.
C., Abbie Stickney; M. E. C.. Clara
Lermond; E. S„ Shirley Bowley; E. J.,
Augusta McConnell; M of T.. Helen
Gray; M. of F.. Flora Peabody; M. of
R. and C.. Mabel Mills; P. of T.. Bda
Hastings; G. of O. T.. Mary Creamer.
A pleasing feature of the ceremonial
was the presentation of Flowers by
Beatrice Haskell and Junior Maxey.
Georges River Lodge, K. of P.. was
installed by D. D. G. C.. Hollis Gitchrest and George Dillingham as G.
M. at A., both of Arcana Lodge and
Curtis Starrett as G. P. The follow
ing officers were installed with the ex
ception of the V’. C.—C. C., G. E.
Gray; V. C„ R. E. Starrett; P., F. E.
Spear; M. of W.. N. C. Kalloch; K. of
R. and S.. H. L. Bucklin; M. of F.. W.
E. Spear; M. of E., A. P. Gray; M. at
A.. J. A. Mills; I. G.. Clarence Peabody;
O. G.. J. H. Stickney. A bountiful sup
per was served in the banquet hall.

Feb. 8.—10 below this morning; 8
The Camden Fish and Game Asso
above Feb. 1; 6 above the 4th. That
ciation recently issued a circular Jetter
means that there is plenty of salt
directing attention to Its ambitions
water Ice in sight anil the clam bank
for the present year, and need of ad
Is closed until further notice. That
ditional funds. In this connection The
isn't all of it.
You remember it
Courier-Gazette is authorized to state
snowed, hailed end rained the other
that Rockland memberships will be
night and the wind came from the
welcomed. The letter follows:
North and froze that rain and for the
Dear Friend:
past week the trees, fences and tel
About two years ago, the Camden
ephone poles and wires have been
Fish and Game Association was or
coated with ice. V lien the sun is
ganized by the men and boys of Cam
shining it looks like glass. At times
den and vicinity fir the purpose of
there isn't much water to be seen out
stocking the lakes and streams in
in the channel. The lighthouse sends
this neighborhood, erecting screens
out a warning to the sailors to keep off
ar.d for the care of same at the out
of the grass and the people on the
let of such lakes and streams. It is
main wonder what the llghtkeepcrs
desired this coming spring to erect a
and their families do to pass away the
screen at the outlet of Colman’s Pond;
time.
Since the Association was formed it
We sometimes forget that most of
has put into the neighboring lakes
us have a little world of our own. The
and streams approximately 100.000
readers of The Courier-Gazette of
fish of different varieties a year, Last
course know that Uncle Charles lives
tall we received a consignment of bass
not on bread alone, but his mi id is
from the Federal government which
PLEASANT POINT
taken up with the works of nature and
was put into Hosmer’s Pond; this
planning how to get the biddies to lay
Mrs. Eldrean Orff of Broad Cove spring we will receive a consignment
enough eggs to pay the 'grain bill. My
mail the past week has told how the sp, at a few days last week with her of salmon for Lake Megunticook.
To carry on the work of the Asso
other fellow is passing the time, I daughter. Mre. Itaybert Stevens, while
would like to send som of the 1 iters Mr. tuff was on a business trip to ciation necessitates an annual outlay
of from 530 to 575, and it is hoped
up to you, but that wouldn't do, be Boston.
cause some of my friends whom I have
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Maloney and that all interested in the sport of fish
never seen write me just as 1 talk to Miss Enid M.Joney tame up from Port ing or in this work will help us carry
the old-timers down to S"al Harbor, Clyde Sunday and spent the day with out our program for the coming year.
We would be glad to have you be
that I mixed with over 30 years ago.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Maloney.
come a member of the Association.
Airs. Fred M. Robbins writes from
Mrs. Huldali Stone v.ho has been
Heron Neck Light Station: ‘‘Fib. 1— spending the past few months In You can do so by forward.ng 51 to
Please accept my sincere thanks for Thomaston, has returned home and is the treasurer. L. M. Chandler, or to
the undersigned. A formal receipt will
the roll of pictures you sent us. 1 re now staying with Mrs. Sarah Seavey.
be sent you.
ceived them tonight. We don't get our
The many friends of Austin Burton
John P. Leach.
mail much oftencr than once a week of North Cushing are sorry to hear
Secretary.
this cold blowing weather. I thank
that he Is still confined to the house by
you for them. My husband and the illness.
boy who lives with us also enjoys
HOPE
Mrs. Charles Jones of Port Clyde
them. I have been intending for some
visited
her
mother.
Mrs.
Mary
Freathy
time to write and tell you how much
The ladies of the Farm Bureau will
tve enjoyed your items in The Cou last week.
serve a dinner at the meeting held in
A.
C.
Campbell
and
Miss
Frances
rier-Gazette. When the paper comes
True's hall next Thursday. Tickets
in to the house my husband says. 'Look Campbell arrived home from New w ill be sold to all wishing for them
quick, and see what Uncle Charles York last w eek, and will spend a short and the proceeds will be presented to
ha3 to say.’ You see how well ac vacation here.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Huntley and
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Davis who have
quainted with you he seems to be. Can
family who recently lost their home
you see Green Island
from your been staying at the home of their by fire.
home? On pleasant days we can sec grandson. Byron Coombs since they
Three candidates received the first
houses all along the shore and wonder lost their licme by fire in December
and
second degrees at Hope Grange,
went to Glenmere Sunday where they
if we can see Waterman’s Beach."
This week's mail brought me a let re to make their home with their son, Saturday during the day session. The
usual well arranged dinner was served
ter from Pleasant Points win V is Byron Davis.
at noon.
quite a resort for city people in tiie
The men at the lower end of the
About a dozen of the Corner folks
summer time, but net much doing in town have been busy the past week
the winter. The writer says she lives catting and hauling Ice ar.d have filled had an old fashioned two horse sled
party last Wednesday, and attended a
with her sister ar.d brother-in-law, several ice houses.
and to pass away the long winter
Mr. and Mrs. A. It. Carle are enjoy party In Lincolnville as a wind up.
evenings she knits and prepares what ing ahe radio which they have had in Such a sled ride as this is becoming
quite a novelty in these days of auto
mother used to call rug rags, but in stalled recently.
her case the cloth Is sent her in webs
Mrs. Grace Maloney is starting on mobiles and therefore more enjoyable.
This is the last week of school and
by a New York lady and they make her 13th year as postmaster at Pleas
u osgrmrats out of the stuff. Sister ant Point. Mrs. Maloney has also been the pupils and teachers are busy with
reads aloud to them. Thus they en the Pleasant Point correspondent for the mid year exams.
tertain each other. The lady writes The Courier-Gazette since the Union
that she keeps in touch with several
NORTH APPLETON
Times and Rockland Tribune were
old ladies each nearly SO years of age.
combined into one paper called The
to help them forget that they are
Mrs.
Grace Johnson and Mrs. Mabelle Keene
growing old. This family surely has Courier-Gazette She started writing attended the Rebekah Sewing Circle at Mrs.
in
1898
and
has
every
item
that
she
has
Albert Sherman’s Wednesday and the Farm
a little world of its own.
meeting at Appleton Friday.
The postmaster writes me from ever written up to the present time Bureau
Miss Helen Meservey spent the weekend In
pasted
in
a
scrap
book.
Pleasant Point that the office is quite
Camden, the guest of her brother Stanley.
Card parties seem to be the fashion now.
a care, but she enjoys meeting the
0. T. Keene recently entertained a party cf
people who come for their mad and
ten.
is pleased to help Uncle Sam broad
The I.oyal Workers Club met with Mrs.
Frank Meservey Thursday afternoon. The next
cast the news to the world.
, meeting, Feb. 14, will be with Mre. O. T.
Also In the mail came a welcome
Keene.
package accompanied by this note:
Mre. George Butler Is visiting her daughter,
Mrs. Merrill Butler of Searemont.
■'Uncle Charles: These blotters are to
V. N. Dyer has been laid up with a bad cold.
be used by you when writing your
A. L. Sprowl hurt his Anger quite badly
very interesting news to The Courierlast Thursday while hauling In the woods for
J?
rues Robbins.
Gazette. You can have more of them
for the asking. W. W.”
Here is a letter I have received from
NORTH UNION
W. E. Greeriough. the night city editor
of The Boston Herald, in which ref
The farmers are harvesting their Ice.
The Stone school, taught by Mre. Erickson,
erence is made to one of my hems
Cosed
last Wednesday with an entertainment
about Tom and Maggie. Mr. Greenand candy sale in the evening.
ough doesn’t appear to realize that I
Roger Norwood Jammed one of his feet
bsdiy last week.
am old enough to be Tommy's father.
Mr. and Mrs. Atwood Sprague of Washing
The fact is Thomas Maker went to
ton have come to live with their nephew, Lin
school to Mrs. Godfrey when he wore
wood Carroll.
The W. C. T. U. met last Tuesday with Della
knee pants. The Mark Twain calen
EDWARD K. GOULD
Turner and a goodly number was present.
dar arrived safely and is a beaut. 1
After the business meeting refreshments were
will see to it that the weather man
served and seme fine piano music was enjoyed.
Attorney at Law
Will Brackett lost a horse recently which
keeps the fog down in Bay of Furdy
broke through the lee and was drowned.
while our friend is enjoying the Maine
John Upham his Ills wood up and manu
end MAIN «f» factured.
scenery next summer. Here is his let COB. TiLl.C-OM

ffl
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Telephone
Directory

CALL LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES WHOSE WATCHWORD IS SERVICE
Call 127

Call 837-M

THURSTON OIL CO.

SEA VIEW GARAGE

I

Wholesale and Retail
Oils for All Purposes

Chevrolet Care, parts and
Service Station. Auto Acces
sories.
19 Main St., Rockland

GARGOYLE MOBILOIL

(70-72 Tillson Ave.

Rockland
90-tf

AUTOMOBILE AGENCY

MOVING
Call 238

MOVING
6 Auto Trucks for moving and
long distance hauling of all
kinds. We move you anywhere
in New England. You eave
Crating, Time ar.d Money.
H. H. STOVER CO.

Rockland Motor Mart
CADILLAC
QUICK 4 and 6 CYLINDER
PLEASURE CARS
G. M. C. TRUCKS

Tel. 818
Union St. RorklanO
Finest Fquiomor.t In Maine

AUTO ACCESSORIES

MONUMENT8

Telephone Connection

Call 238

Gilclirest
Monumental Works

Rockland Motor Mart |
a full line of

Main Street
Thomaston, Ma.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

ACCESSORIES AND TIRES

HARDWARE AND FAINTS

EXIDE BATTERIES

Telephone 205

Call 238

Rockland Motor Marl
EXIDE BATTERIES
For Every Car
Spec's! Prices on
RADIO BATTERIES

LAUNDRY WORK

jf

AUTO CHAINS
In Set* and by the Foot
SNAPS, HOOKS and LINKS

H. H. Crie & Co.
456 Main Street. Itcckiand
GARAGE

Call 170

Call 124

People’s Laundry

Dyer’s Garage, Inc.

17 Limerock Street
We do all kinds of Laundry
Work. Family Washing a Spe
cialty. Wet Wash. Rough
) Dry. Finish Flat Work. Shirts,
1 Collars.

REPAIRING, STORAGE

AND SUPPLIES
Agent for
DODGE BROTHER3 CARS

Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Carroll, Mrs. Frederick
Richards, Mr. and Mre. Walter Can-oil and sun
Howard were entertained Saturday evening
at B. Stanley Gregory's. Glencovc.
Capt. John Wentworth is at home for a few
days.
E. J. Carter, who has been quite seriously
111 at his home on Commercial street, is convale icing.
Mr. and Mrs. Fritz Sjogren of Winthrop,
Maas., are guests of Mre. Sjogren’s parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Smith for two weeks.
The Twentieth Century Club will be enter
tained Friday afternoon at an open meeting at
the home of Mre. Jennie Harkness on West
stieet. Rev. Walter S. Rounds of Rockland
will be the speaker.
The Xltsumsosum Club was very plw.aally
entertained Monday evening at the home of
Miss Clara Walker. Dainty refreshments were
served and the usual good time enjoyed.
Jesse Snow of Hampden Highlands was the
guest of his aunt, Mrs. Nancy J. Trlbou
Sunday leaving Monday for Bangor.
A memorial service was held Sunday morn
ing at the Methodist church for ex-President
Woodrow Wilson which waa conducted by the
pastor Rev. J. N. Palmer.
Frank Morton has been confined to Ills home
by Illness the past week.
Miss Helen Bennett of Camden was the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. John Davis Sunday.
Miss Edna Upham has been at home from
Uncolnvllle spending two weeks wlflh her
sister Miss Margaret Upham.
Mr. and Mre. Walter Carroll and son Howand spent Sunday at the home of Mrs. Carroll’s
parents, Mr. and Mre. Sidney Andrews, West
Rockport.
At the meeting of the W. R. Corps next
Friday evening degrees will be conferred upon
two candidate:!. After the work there will bo
a valentine party.
Refreshments will b?
served and members are requested to bring
sandwiches, cookies or cake. Those attending
are also asked to come in costume appropriate
to the occasion And a good time Is assured.

WALDOBORO

N. B. Pickett left the station Saturday enrcute to Winter Harbor, called there by the
serious Illness of his mother, Mrs. Leighton.
The Hibiscus stopped at the station Thurs
day.
Golds have been prevailing on Seguin.
’Matlnlcus Rock Rhyme” was read with
much interest. In answer to the last verse
we wish to add: Ladles two they think are
missing; I s’pose they think they have us
guessing; I’ll tell you who I think they be—
And with me surely you will agree. Let’s first
take Arthur, that noble man, and Mabel, hts
wife, so spick and span; The next I’ll call Dora,
a stranger to me. But who seems so conicnted far out there at sea.

Clarence E. Reed of Bath was a recent guest
of Mr. and Mrs. I. G. Reed.
Hadley H. Kuhn was In Rockland last week.
Miss Ruth Jacobs and Miss Louise Erskine
of Newcastle have been visiting Mias Mildred
Waltz.
Willis Winslow of North Carolina Is here,
called by the serious Illness of his mother,
Mre. Nettle .1. Winslow.
Mrs. Dennis Mank entertained IT guests at
a chicken dinner la.it week. The repau was In
exery wav worthy of Mrs. Maiik’s excellent
culinary skill. A dellglrtful time is reported.
During the evening Mr. and Mrs. George
Genthner entertained with violin and piano.
The selectmen have
appointed Monday,
March 3, as the date for town meeting. The
meeting will open in the town house at 10
o’clock.
William Grant has secured a contract with
one of the largest New York paving dealers
for all the paving he can make in his new
quarry. Mr. Grant will begin to put the
quarry in shape for operating in the spring. A
good opportunity preseats Itself for thine who
wish to take boarders as many new operatives
will be employed. The success of the enter
prise Is assured as Mr. Grant is a man of ster
ling qualities and has had a life-long exper
ience in the business.
A meeting was held Id the library for the
purpose of considering the proposition made
by the Waldoboro-Boston Club in regard to a
soldiers’ and sailors’ monument in town. A
large representation of ibuslness men was
present with William G. Reed presiding. Many
speeches were made showing an enthusiastic
interest In the new project. Various plans
were suggested Including a memorial schoolhouse or hall as well as that of the proposed
monument. A committee was appointed to
confer with the Waldoboro-Boston Club and
make plans for further action. William G.
Reed was appointed chairman of thb com
mittee, Charles W. Wallace, secretary, Charles
Rowe, 1*. E. Storer, J*rod A. Hovey and J. T.
Gay. It Is hoped that the people of the town
will feel civic pride In thi3 praiseworthy ef
fort of the Waldoboro-Boston Club. The plan
of that organization is tjiat the Club will
raise money by subscription,the citizens of
Waldoboro will do the same and that the town
will also appropriate a sunt sufficient to com
plete the fund. Waldoboro Ls one of the few
towns that have not erected- a monument to
honor the men who have died on '.and and sea
for their country’s cause. Here ls an oppor
tunity to perform a sacred duty and at the
same time adorn the town with a memorial
that will be a matter of loyal prldo to future
generations.

No one in Rockland who suffer-,
headaches or distressing urinary Ills,
can afford to ignore this Rockland
man's twice-told story. It Is confirm
ed testimony that no Rockland resi
dent can doubt.
E. C. Walker, 93 Cedar St., says:
"I was subject to attacks of lumbago
and rheumatic pains which usually
settlid in the small of my back and
hips. This made me miserable every
time I stooped. Inflammatory sym
ptoms developed in my feet and ankles
and they were Swollen. I saw the tes
timonials of people in Rockland and
thought I would try Doan's Pills. Af
ter using three boxes, the trouble dis
appeared. I still use Doan’s as a pre
ventive and they always bring the
same good results."
The above statement was given Oc
tober 28, 1916 and on August 26, 1920,
Mr. Walker added: "I have never had
Doan’s fail to do me good whenever I
had occasion to take a kidney medi
cine.”
Price 6Cc. at all dealers. Don’t simp
ly ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s
Pills—the same that Mr. Walker had.
Foster-Milburn Co.. Mfrs., Buffalo,
Those small ada in The CourierN. Y.
Gazette are read by every body. That
Is why they are so popular and
effective.

PROF. LIBBY

Th* Reliable and Satiafactory

Psychic and Medium
Can Be Consulted Daily

From 10:00 A. M. to 8:00 P. M.
i i at i i

25 Park St., Rockland
Appointments by Phone
11t*11li-tf

Dodge Brothers
type-b sedan
Probably no closed car has ever been
received with equal enthusiasm the
nation over.

This is unquestionably due to the fact
that in spite of its acknowledged
beauty, and exceptional riding com
fort, the Type-B Sedan is as sturdy
as an open car—and costs but
little more.
The price is $1250 f. o. b. Detroit—

ROCKPORT

SEGUIN LIGHT

Renewed Testimony

Every-OtLer-D<V

ROCKLAND
LOAN AND BUILDING
ASSOCIATION
: : HAS PAID I :

5/2% DIVIDENDS
SINCE 1907
Share* May Ba Taken at Any Tima

COME IN AND TALK IT OVER

Office 407 Main Street
142-T-tf

s

AMERICAN
VIEGIOS)
Declaring that the man had failed in |
a critical 'test of loyalty, Judge L. B. [
Day of Omaha revoked citizenship
papers granted to Frank Kubes, who
pleaded for exemption as an alien dur- ;
ing the World War. Judge Day's po- |
sitlen was stated following discovery
that the man had used a foreign al
legiance to escape World War service,
though he had testified he had not
claimed exemption. The Omaha jurist
has been an ardent friend of aliens
who served In the United States forces
with honor, and has obtained citizen
ship for such men in several cases pre
sented by the American Legion. His
decision In the Kubes case that cne
who sought exemption is not fitted to
become a citizen ls regarded as strict
adherence to principles of American
ism.

APPELSON
STILL LEADS
ONE YEAR AHEAD
Lauras riate jn-Melrrti
gaaaa—4*prat chatk m
aamgtate aKchaatcol
**

k i

HAS ’EM ALL

THE
THREE BIG FEATURES

a a • a

MECHANICAL GEAR SHIFT
FOUR WHEEL BRAKES
BALLOON TIRES.

The Amcrit an Legion called off a
boxing bout planned in West Palm
Beach when It learned that •'Chuck''
Wiggins, star fighter,
.. fugitive
from justice. Wiggin3 was to meet
Mike Nestor for benefit of the Legion's
service fund. He had served a por
tion of a term in an Indiana workhouse
for contributing to the delinquency of
a young girl, escaped the institution,
and .was under bond for his appearance
in court for commitment to the stateDealers wanted in open territory. Liberal discount.
reformatory for a two to live year
term. He failed to appear when a plea
for appeal was refused, and his bond
Write now for details.
was declared vacated. Wiggins was
a sparring partner of Jack Dempsey.
• • • .
A site for a new home for the Amer
ican Legion in Little Rock, Ark., has
been leased by the city council to the
5 Talbot Avenue.
Rockland.
Tel. 576-R.
Legion for a long term at 51 annually.
The home will be located on the river
front. Under the terms of the agree
ment. the Legion men must begin con most naked condition, then the fed- bf its reforestation program. During
erals took what was left.”
the past year, many Legion Posts and
struction of the home within six
* » • «
units of the American Legion Aux! months.
• a a a
The Cuvllllcr bill for payment of the tliary co-operated with the state for
ester in planting trees along “mePosing as a German in order to es state bonu3 to New Y'ork World War
too fell" highways, and the further
cape from both Huertistas and federal veterans provides that the bonus shall
plan has been suggested for putting
troops In Mexico, John Thomas, a be paid through the American Legion
timber on unused lands in the state.
World War veteran, is at the Ameri as distributing agent. A bond issue of
• • • •
can Legion home here after a difficult 520,000.000 is provided in the 1)111, the
Every member of the Lindley De
passage to the U. 8. border. Thomas, remainder of the 545.000,000 to be au
an American miner, was taken pris thorized later. Under the bill, each Gartno Post of the American Legion
oner by the revolutionists when they soldier, sailor or marine, would receive was made a member of the Cocoanut
, stormed a British mine In the Jallsco- 510 for each month of service, with a Grove (Fla.) Community Club at a
Army officers recent meeting. Dues for the poet
, Guadalajara front In Mexico. He says maximum of 5250.
that the rebels put him in jail with abovo the rank of captain and naval were paid from the post treasury and
captured federal soldiers and tortured officers above the rank of senior grade the co-operation is in accord with the
him with hot irons. The scars still lieutenant are bared from participat Legion plans for community advance
showed when he applied at the Legion ing. Those who served less than two ment. Cocoanut Grove ia believed the
months in federal service are also ex only community of Its size In the na
home for help.
Thomas and two other Americans cluded. Machinery is set up by ap tion receiving similar support from
escaped to the United States with the pointment of bonus commissions in the Legion.
• • • *
aid of friendly freight train conduc each district to serve without pay.
A series of Sunday meetings for men
tors. He says that he knows of at
least one American who was killed by
A memorial hospital to the Halifax ar.d hoys of High School age has open
the rebels. "Americans are about as county. Fla. men who lost their lives ed in Newcastle, Ind. under sponsor
popular as rattlesnakes with the reb In the World War is contemplated by ship cf the American Legiion. The
els” said Thomas, because of Uncle the American Legion of this city. The purposes of the meetings will be to
Sam’s interference, they call it, in their edifice would cost between 5150,000 and encourage better living and upbuild
family scraps, by sending arms and 5250.000 and would be erected 'by co ing of character and citizenship. Na
munitions to Obregon. "The Huert- operation of all chic organizations. A tional Commander John R. Quinn of
tstas called me a gringo, but I posed meeting of such organizatiems has the American Legion. Brig. Gen.
as a German and in that way escaped. been called by the Legionnaires to Charles Everson of Muncie. President
R. J. Aley of Butler College, former
They took all my money. 367 pesos, consider the project.
• « • •
Vice-president Thomas R. Marshall
first. Then the federal troops arrest
ed me while I was getting out of
Planting of community memorial and ex-Senator Albert J. Beveridge are
Mexico. All my clothes were taken forests is urged on posts of the Ameri among the speakers scheduled to ap
from me. The rebels left me in an al- can Legion In Minnesota, in pursuance pear.

3

PRICES: $1395 to $2195 F. 0. B. Factory

A. C. JONES
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Every-Other-Day
I WANTER KNOW!

Had Pneumonia

I MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD '

EGG MARKETING

Several Times Knox and Lincoln Counties
Correspondent Offers Valu
able Suggestion For the Knew the Symptoms, So This
Interested In the Project—
Columns of This Paper.
Organization Formed.
Time He Used

Eastern Standard Time

PROF. W. F. KIRKPATRICK’S
NEW POULTRY BOOK and

KRTHMORE EGG RECORD

Trains Leave Rockland

HERE’S WHAT
YOU WANT TO KNOW

for

-1

' Augusta. A 57.00 a in , 17.30 a. m . tl.10 p. in.'
Jiangot. AU.llOa. m.,|Z 30a.m., 11.10p.m. I
Boston. AU.IWa.in.,J7.3Oa.in., tl.10p.in. J
Bruuswick.A57.OOa.nl.,t7.3Ua. m., tl.lOp. m.,
15.30 p. in.
Lewiston. A57 00a. m., 17.30 a. m„ tl.lOp. m.
New York. 11.10 p. m.
,
Portland, A|7.00a..m., 17.30 a. m.. tl.lOp. m..
T5.30 p. m.
i
Waterville, A|7.00a.m.,f7.30a.m..11 10p.m.
Woolwich. A57.OO a.in., 17.30 a.m.,{l.t0 p. m..
ta.30 p. m.
A Passengers provide own ferriage Bath to Wool
wich.
t Daily, except Sunday.
___
.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. I- HARRIS, 9-24-23 V. T. & Gtn'l Mgr. Gen'l Passenger A«L

All completely covered in this valuable
free book, "Poultry Keeping for Profit.”
Where and How to Buy Stock, Picking
Breeders, Breeding for Egg Production,
Breeding Males, Incubation, Brooding,
Rearing and Feeding Chicks, Best
Breeds for Caponizing and How and
When to Perform the Operation, Cull
ing, Early and Late Molting, Chart of
Characteristics of Good Hen, Grading
Eggs for Market, Table Fowl, Proper
Monthly Average Egg Production,
Feeding for Eggs, Artificial Lighting
(Value, Season of Year, Time, etc.),
■ Poultry Diseases and Prevention,
Building and Arranging Colony Houses,
Buying a Poultry Farm,
etc.Write for a copy—
addressing Desk 4—
or ask your grain
dealer today.

The question of marketing farm proEditor of The Courief-Gazette:—
I have been much interested in the
caused a great deal of interM
L U It U
among the progressive farmers in
"Post better Box,” instituted and car fl b b Li 11
ried on by the Boston Post, wherein
the county and State.
This was
brought up through the cu-operaloin of
questions of general interest are pro
"Poultry Keeping for Profit.”
pounded by various readers and an
the State Chamber of Commerce at
is a practical Poultry Guide
Portland and the Maine Farmers’ Ex
swered by the editor, or at least by the
11
iffe/].] '
that not on>y shows the ropes
editor of that particular column. It Read Mr. Folsom’s Story of the Result. change and the local Farm Bureaus
V
W*"
to the beginner but contains
Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
co-operating. A series of meetings has
has occurred to me that a like col
authoritative, valuable in
been held in York, Cumberland and
umn in The Courier-Gazette would Mr. II. J. Allent
formation for the experienced
BANGOR LINE
Dear Sir:—-Your lung healer was Kennebec counties to get the sentiment
be both interesting and profitable to its
poultryman. Prof. Kirkpat
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
readers. If not practicable for our.' recommended to me five years ago and cf the poultry men regard:ng a state
rick is Head of the Poultry
Leave Rockland Mondays and Thursday! at
editor, or any connected with the of I have been using' it since then with wide organization for the marketing of
6.00 P. M. for Boston.
Husbandry, Department, Con
Return- Leave Boston Tuc:«davs and Fridays
fice. to search out answers which can splendid results. I had several attacks eggs.
necticut Agricultural College. He
at 5.00 P. M. Leave Rocklar.d Wednesdays and
Many of the other Eastern States
not be answered off-hand, there are of pneumonia previously and my lungs
is also the Founder and Conductor of
Saturdayn at 5 00 A. M.; Caindon 5.45 A. M.;
doubtless many among the paper's had become very susceptible to colds have already organized to protect their
Belfast 7.15 A. M.; Bucksport 0.00 A. M.;
the world-famous Storrs Egg-Laying Contests. “Poultry Keep
due Winterport 0.30 A. M.
readers who will gladly give others and pneumonia. 1 found that when I interests. New'Jersey has one of the
ing for Profit” will help you. Get it from your Grain Dealer or write
Return—Leave Winterport Mondays
and
the benefit of their knowledge and used the bung Ilealer. in the first stages strongest organizations; New Ilampus, giving his name and address. A free copy wiQ be mailed
Thursdays at 10.00 A. M. for Bouton and way
of a cold it would break it up quickly, I shire has been marketing for two years
experience by sending in answers.
landings,
due
the
follow.ng
morning
about
you promptly. Address Desk 4.
7.V0 A. M.
l'upils of our schools and also friends
a result 1 have not had pneumonia through a ceat.ql plunt; and Connec
NOTE: During the close of' navigation at
of more mature years often come to for several years. Last winter O ne ticut anJ Rhode Island have also taken
Pat gor tdcaiuer will run to and from Winterport.
FOLLOW
THE
me for information which I am unable glected a cold too long and before I steps this year towards systematic
Fiiep.ht front and to Bangor will be handled
via Bucksport.
to furnish. The many inventions of realized it I had all tile symptoms of marketing.
MT. DESERT & BLUEHILL LINES
There is a great demand f.r fresh
preceding years have brought into the dreaded disease. Having read your
BAR HARBOR LINE
use new words which cannot be fout.d circular recommending your anti-con- eggs in the large markets, in fact a
Leate Rockland Wednesdays at 5 A. M. for
in our old dictionaries or cyclopedias. gestol to be used externally in prevent greater demand than there is a supply.
Noitli Haven, Stonington, Southwest Harbor,
Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Bar Har
Then, many of us are so situated that ing pncumrnla (with the bung Healer) Through a central candling and grad
Used and endorsed by more New England poultrymen than any other
bor 11 A. M.
it is difficult or impossible, to visit I used both and received almost instant ing plant this market will tie obtained.
method. There’s a Wirthmore Feed for every need—from the Baby Chick
Return- Leave Itar Harbor Thursdays at ii.00
Recently in Warren a meeting was
the Public Library, where we mjght relief. The congestion and soreness
A. M. for Rockland and way landings.
to the Laying Hen. Measured by RESULTS, these quality feeds are the
began
to
disappear
and
in
a
few
days
held and F. M. Johnson of Waldoboro,
acquire the desired information were
BLUF HILL LINE
cheapest you can put in your bin. Wirthmore makes poultry “Lay, Weigh
Leave Rockland Saturdays at 5 A. M. for
we quite certain Just where to look for were entirely gone and I was as we'.i S. E. Norwood of Warren, E. B. Denny
and Pay.”
ltatk
Ha.her.
South Brooksville, Hargeutville,
as ever. Your two remedies not only of Damariscotta, and J. H. Gould of
It.
Deer Isle. Brooklln, South Bluehlll, due BlueST, ALBANS GRAIN CO., St. Albans, Vt.
prevented, but cured pneumonia, and Camden, members of the executive
• • • *
hill 1140 A. M.
Return—Leave Pinehill Mondays at 8.00 A.
committee of the Knox-Lincoln County
To illustrate ray point let me you can use this letter to prove it.
M. for Rockland and way landings.
HARRY FOLSOM,
Farm Bureau, met with Mr. Clements
give a few of the questions which
A’ Boston connection Is made via the Met185 Chestnut St.. Lynn. Mass.
of the Maine Farmers' Exchange, to
have been fired at ma during the last
r< pelltan Line express freight steamers for
Sold in Rockland by the Kittredge discuss the possibilities of egg market
New York and points South and West.
few weeks, most of which I was able
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
tc answer, though some of them I am Pharmacy; in Camden by Boynton’s ing in Knox and Lincoln counties. It
Portland-Nov York Freight Service
was voted to undertake the project and
sorry to say found me as ignorant us Pharmacy.
Direct Freight Service between Portland and
the following committee was elected:
the propounders thereof. I would be
New York Is resumed from the New Slate Pier,
F. M. Johnson, Waldoboro, chairman;
Portland, Me. Fallings Tuesdays, Thursdays
glad to see them all answered in this
Aro recommended ar.d sold by the
and Saturdays eat h way.
VINALHAVEN
Foster
Jameson,
Waldoboro,
secretary;
proposed new column:
Through rates and direct track connection!
and J. II. Gould of Camden. This com
1. What constitutes the difference
w’.th .Maine ( mu »l and Brand Truuk Rail
KNOX
COUNTY
GRAIN
CO.
Mrs.
Bertha
Hopkins
has
arrived
mittee
arranged
a
series
of
meetings
roads.
between a fort and a fortress?
F S. SHERMAN, Supt., Rockland, Maine.
frum Rockland and is the guest of throughout the county to meet the
TELEPHONE 743.
ROCKLAND, ME.
PARK STREET.
2. Why are sailors called ‘'Gobs?”
Il S. Bill raiAN. Agent. Rockland, Maine.
her daughter, Mrs. Aubrey Ames.
poultry men. A representative of the
3. What is a moron?
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Chil'.es left Maine Farmers’ Exchange, one or more
4. Why ig a private in the British
Vmalhaven and Rockland
Friday for New York where they will members of the county committee, and
Provision-? aro also made requiring
army called “Tommy Atkins?"
GRAIN
AND
FEED
RESTAURANT
MILK
Siearaboat Co.
that milk and cream shall be handled in
5. How did the letters ‘O. K." come Join Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Leopold and where possible, the county ag nt will
•
be present to explain the organization
a sanitary manner, and containers
to mean that the article bearing them party’ for a trip to Virginia.
Tl e direct route between
Mrs. I.eslie Stirs n
entertained to the people present.
Showing the Cost of These Dairy Inspector Issues Caution shall be clean and properly sterilized.
is satisfactory?
ECCKtAM*. VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN.
Refresh
As soon as a definite number of hens
Conditions which might lead to the
6. What was the “Credit Mobilier?" friends Tuesday evening.
B1ON NGTON ANO SWAN’S ISLAND
Products Delivered In Vari
As To Method of Handling sale at illegal milk usually fall in the
is obtained a State committee will
7. Why do we refer to Southern ments were served.
draw
up
a
set
of
by-laws.
This
will
Herbert
Pelkey
was
in
the
city
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Gtates as "Down in Dixie?"
following class s:
ous Parts of Maine.
It.
Tuesday.
be ft llowed by a campaign in the spring
(Subject to change without notice)
• • • *
Milk from which a portion cf the
Mrs. I.owney Bunker and son? Shir for members. The following meetings
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. THURSDAY. JAN. 3
The Maine Department of Agricul
Forrest A. Earbour State diary in cream lias been removed.
Usually I fine it very convenient to ley and Woodrow have returned from were arranged:
1924
Milk
to
which
water
lias
been
added.
know common facts about common
spector.
said
Tuesday
that
restaurants
Leaven Swan’s Island dally except Kunlayt
Monday, Feb. IS. 10.30 a. m., Waldo ture division of markets, issues from |
a visit with relatives at North Haven.
Mill: which has been allowed to stand rtf ,. 3tl
things, yet there have been occasions
and
other
places
where
milk
Is
served
M.
tur
Hionlr
gton, North Hjvcu.
Augusta under date of Feb. 3 tiie fol- i
Union Church Circle held its usual bora, Foster Jameson’s.
in a tank without mixing, previous to Ylnalbaven ami Itoekl.ini.
when I realized that a little knowl supper Thursday evenir g. The house
Monday, Feb. 13, 1.30 p. m.. Friend lowing Grain and Feed P.eports which should be especially careful in methods
Ketu nil
- ivea NoeklaB*! at I 3n I’. M. f«»r
edge is a dangerous tiling, for I have
of handling milk which is to be sold by drawing off r. glassful from the bot- Ytiij !< i.i i>. North llaveu. StouiuuKUi. and
keepers were: Mrs. Frank Mullen, Mrs ship. Schoolhouse.
been most unmercifully snubbed by J. II. Carver, Mrs. Frank Winslow and
bv.an's I.uaihL
Monday, Feb. 18, 7.30 p. m., Warren, must prove valuable to readers of The the glass. According to Stctlon 3, ■ tom.
W. S. WHITE,
persons who were quits sure they Mrs. Freeman L. Roberts.
Chapter 130. of the Revised Statutes, | M'.il. to which a cake of ice has been
Courier-Gazette:
Farm Bureau office.
General Manager.
knew far more than I of the subject
esee
lad
’
eel.
This
is
just
as
much
a
care
it
is
unlawful
to
sell
milk
which
does
IBtik'.and
.
M«i
1
nc,
Jnn.
3. l.<24.__________
Tuesday, Feb. 19, 10 00 a. m., Camden
Mrs. Max Conway entertained the
under discussion.
For Instance: A |
icf
watering
milk
as
pouring
an
eeiual
not
contain
at
least
3.23
per
cent
but

Grain:
Wheat
future
prices
slight

M. C A. Building.
Pals Wednesday. Supper was served.
good many years ago in another city j
Tuesday, Feb. 19, 1.30 p. m„ Rcclc- ly higher for the week. Milling wheat ter fat and 11.73 per cent total solids. i amount of water into the milk,
I was explaining to a girl something I Mrs. Simmons of Friendship is the
was in good demand especially in the Adulterated or skimmed r.ililt, or mill; j The mest satisfactory method of
guest of her daughter, Mrs. E. W. Iand. City Building.
of the process whereby tapioca it Stebbins.
Attend the nearest meeting and find northwest. There 'wens very little ex to which any foreign substance lias handling milk by a rewtnurant is to
rendered fit for human consumption.
'purchase milk in half p ut bottles from
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
port demand.
Corn future- prices been added, are also forbidden by law.
Mrs. David Young left for Rockland cut what ia going on.
Toward the end of my story the girl’s
Cream must contain at least 18 p.r the producers, and serve in bottles, al
Saturday
for
a
few
day's
visit
with
reached
new
high
level
for
the
season.
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
mother came in and with a contempt
lowing the consumer to pe>ur frqm the
her daughter, Miss Lillian Young who
There was an active demand for cash cent butter fat.
uous snort exclaimed: ‘What do you
Telephone 323.
ABOUT DRESS FORMS
According to this'section every glass bottle in a glass.
is convalescing at Silsby Hospital.
corn and receipts were light. The
want to tell her such stuff as that
All containers shall be taken apart, S8 Summer Street.
KocklanB
The social event of the past week
stormy weather restricted moeement. of milk sold as milk must contain the
for? You know, or ought to know that
was the dance in Memorial hall given Successful Meetings Held In The oat market was firm. Prices prac full butter fat and total solids con if they consist of pockets or valves,
58-tf
tapioca and gum arabic are all one
tents which it contained when milked. rinsed out, washed and thoroughly
by the American Legion and Ladies
tically unchanged from last week.
thing and they are both washed up out
scalded
with
boiling
water
at
least
Appleton,
Camden
and
A
heavy
fine
shall
be
imposed
upon
all
Auxiliary and guests. Music was fur
T ~ADAMS? M. D.
Feed: The unfavorable weather con
of the sea." Needless to say I ceased
nished by Lane’s Trio and a buffet
ditions caused somewhat firmer ten violators according to tins chapter. once each day.
my attempts to teach that girl any
CAiau hours: 8 to » A. M.
Hope.
lun h was served.
dency' in the northwest. Southwest
thing at all, as I knew it would be
I to 4 and 7 to 8 P. M. tad
Mrs.
Paul
Peter.son
and
Mrs.
Carl
ern
markets,
however,
were
weaker
wasted effort.
by appointment
At the meeting held at Mrs. L. M.
Malstromreeturned Friday from RockIt has always been a mystery to me
AHO Main St. ROCKLAND. MAINE
Johnson’s home Feb. 8.17 women helped due to liberal offerings by southwest
ex t/cCfyfi/e*
land.
ern mills as result of Increased operTelephone 160
45-tf
why persons will pretend to know
Miss Evelyn Manson returned Friday make dress forms for these people:
things_t|jat Jhey don’t kj>uw any thing
Mrs. P.D. Perry, Mrn. A. 6. Pitman, tion. The distributing makets were
Hot Medicine. Not Osteopathy
front's
vbrai
weeks
visit
with
friends
about.
Mrs. O. T. Keene and Mrs. George generally dull with, light inquiry from
C. M. WHEELER, D.C.PLC.
A load of wood had been delivered in Boston and Portland.
Fowler. The results were very satis interior. Linseed meal unchanged with
fiftj’-two
The
work
being
done
in
the
several
to the family upstairs and dumped
pressure to sell immediate and transit
factory,
and
the
cost
was
only
$1.14
Chiropractor
near the cellar window. I had been boat shops has been mentioned fre each. Materials have been secured by shipments. Cottonseed meal In light
403 MAIN STREET - - RCCKLAND
weeks
making a flower-bed near by and sat quently in this column and certainly he clothing leader, Mrs. Perry for request and in excellent supply, hence
Grauuaie Palmer School of Chiropraetie
Office Hours:
down on the back steps to rest and cool Capt. Frank Rossiter, Sr. deserves spe several more dress forms, and in-be prices were easier. Gluten feed pro
idondays, Wednesdays, Fridays. 10-12, 2-5, 7-1
every
ofT. Up went a windoiv and cut cial mention in that line. He has re tween meetings have been arranged, duction and offerings were heavy. The
Tuesdays. Thursdays. 10-12, 2-5
cently
completed
two
1-foot
knock

popped the lady’s head.
Saturdays 10-12
Tel. RPH
so that all who wish may have dress prices were reduced $2 p.r ton.
“How much wood should you think about boats and a miniature repro forms. March 19 the subject will be Hominy feed unchanged. Demand was
year.
duction <2 feet 8 inch) i f S h. Henry
DR. T. L. McBEATH
there ls there?" she asked.
foundation waist patterns, and many slow and offerings fair. Wheat feed
Now meausring wood is outside Ford which is on exhibition at the are going to avail themselves of the
Osteopathic Physician
was
somewhat
easfer
With
stocks
and
mfy line of business, but to oblige the store of II. W. Fifleld and Company. opportunity to have patterns fitted.
supplies good, and the movement was
BV APPOINTMENT ONLY
Marguerite Chapter, O. E. S.. will
ludy and to appear sociable I get up,
* • « •
Telephone 133
good also.
38
UNION
STREET. ROCKLAND. MAINE
walked around the woodpile and an hold its annual installation cf officers
Mrs. Charles Butler of Camden
Quotations on Grain and Feeds
on Friday evening.
Mrs. Elizabeth
nounced:
Gradual, of Afncrican School of
wrote that “our meeting at Mrs. W.
The quotations are for transit and
“I should think there is about six Libby of Rockport will install assisted P. Young's on Feb. 2 was a very suc
Octeoopathy
nearby shipments Friday, Feb. 8, and
by Mrs. Gertrude Hall as marshal.
feet."
cessful one.’ Eight patterns were show the approximate cost of feed per
...»
Supper will be served.
H.
V.
TWEEDIE,
M. D.
made, and four garments cut and fit ton (ail in 100-lb sacks) and grain per
The date of the men’s supper to be
Her nose went up in the air. “Oh,
ted. Ten persons were present.
Diseases of the Eye;
bushel, in carlots, sight draft basis,
no. there is more than six feet! Sam- held at Union Church vestry is Febru
• • • •
delivered on tracks at: Bar.gor, Au
mle never would buy such a little mess ary 19. The proceeds are to be used
Refractions, Etc.
Mrs.
Herbert
Hardy
of
Hope
writes:
gusta, Portland, Asburn, Farmington.
as that. There ls as much as three- for church debt.
407 MAIN STREET
‘We had a most enjoyable day in spite
Mrs.
W.
Y.
Fossett
recently
enter

H,
«n.
9 tu 12 A. M.; I to 8 ?. M.
quarters of a cord, anyway.”
of its being so disagreeable out of Dover, and all other points taking Bos
RatiduMM.
21 Fulton Street Tel. Sti-l
INC.
I took another turn round the pile, tained the Forget-Me-Not Club in doors." They made six sewing kits. ton rate of freight.
Office Telephone 493-W
Remember these prices are for
go that for a moment she could see honor of her birthday. Miss Avis These persons were present: Miss
BOSTON,
70 North Side
only the back of my neck, then I very Jihnson and Edward Turner White Carrie Quinn, Mrs. F. M. Payson. Mrs. straight cars of one commodity. Mixed
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
MASS
raneuil Hall Market.
amiably agreed that perhaps she was were guests of honor as Master E. I,. True, Mrs. L. 1’. True, Mrs. S. L. cars and arrival draft basis cost more.
ORIm: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
right—perhaps there was three-quar Wiiite's birthday fails on the same Bills, Mrs. H. E. Hardy, Mrs. Fred Conducting a retail store and allowing
ters of a cord after all—and she popped date as Mrs. Fossett’s. For the even Jvimball and Miss Estelle Bartlett.
Offli. Hour,: I tu 8 mid 7 to ( P. M
credit adds still more to the cost.
mm,: tcaiami
her head back into the house well sat ing's entertainment there was an ex
• • • •
R.tldmM until ( A. M. tad by Ayrelataeol
the S rg’n "of
No. 2 White Oats.............................CO 7-8
isfied that she was a much better change of gifts, the parcel post being
Norfh Nations I -Sunk jijjj.
In Miss Elizabeth Bryant’s report No. 3 White Oat:?
T.l.thun..: R.sk.n... 41.4: OfllM <48
judge of wood than I could ever hope in charge of Miss Johnson and Mas of a dress form meeting h»1d in Dam
W. A. JOHNSTON. REIi. PHC.
to be—which goes to prove the truth ter White, also music followed by lun ariscotta Mills she said: “There were No. 3 While Clipps ...............
JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
of the old saying, where ignorance is cheon. Chit ken loaf, dressing, potato seven present at the meeting held at No. 2 Yellow Corn .................
C081PLEF
DRUG
AND
SUNDRY
and cabbage salad, individual choco Mis. Wilton McGray’s, dress forms No. 3 Yellow Corn .................
bliss ’twere folly to be wise.
LINE.
SPFCIAL ATTENTION TO
Once when I was browsing about up late pies, pineapple, fresh strawberries being the subject. One was made for No. 2 Mixed Corn .................
POL
SCRIP1
IONS.
KODAKS.
DE!6% Cottonseed Meal ..........
We invite you to open a CHECKING AC
■;>'
country I knew an old fellow, who and cream, angel cakes made up the Mrs. Tobin and was a great success.
VELOPiNU,
PRINTING
ANO
EN>
‘I1’
41% Cottonseed Meal .........
I AIIGING
though he could neither read nor menu. The table decorations were cut
I COUNT at this Bank. When you pay by
Ui
43% Cottonseed Meal ..........
'!
writ , was yet in many ways sharp, roses.
170 Main St.. Rockland, Me.
check
you
always
have
a
receipt,
and
with

32%
Linseed
Meal
...............
.
shrewd and sensible. S imetimes the
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Mills returned
CUSHING
34%
Linseedmeal
........................
48.00
young fellows thereabout would pro Friday from Rockland where they
out asking for it.
Spring Bran ................................ 33.50
pound questions on political, religious visited Mrs. Mills' sister. Miss Maude
May Montgomery
Like a bo’t from a clear sky came the news Soft Winter Wheat Bran .... 38.00
or other deep subjects, Just to get Gtant. who recently underwent an
of the death of May Montgomery of Cuahlng Hard Winter Wheat Bran ... 35.09
■him going. On cne of these occasions eperation at Knox Hospital.
Rosources over One Million, Nine Hundred
which occurred suddenly on Jan. 31. Her hus
he perceived their object and stopping
Mrs. Albert Osgood and sister re band left home In the morning expecting to Spring Middlings ........................ 32.75
Thousand.
remain away over night. About 4 o’clock In Soft W. W. Middlings ............. 38.00
short in hi3 discourse said solemnly:
turned friim Rockland Friday.
afternoon Mrs. Montgomery was found
'Hark, boys, what Mr. Vinal tells
Mrs. William Williams entertained the
unconscious by her little grandson and passed Flour Middlings ........................ 35.50
ye.
What I’ve sperunxed I knew; friends Wednesday evening in honor away the next forenoon without gaining con Red Dog Flour .......................... 38.75
I
■ wat I donno I donno nothin’ at all of her birthday. Luncheon was served sciousness. She was horn in Cushing, where White Hominy .......................... 37.50
Limited United States Depository.
entire life had been spent, Aug. 31, 1866,
about.”
and cards were the feature of the her
the eldest daughter of Eugene H and Harriet Yellow Hominy ........................ 36.75
Which would be a fine thing for evening.
A. Kllleran. In 18'JO she was united In mar Gluten Feed ................................ 43.50
some of us lo remember when we are
Miss Bernice Vinal who is in Mai riage to Darius Montgomery who survives
Z'oiii 0/ IJmcruck Sired
their three children, Mrs. Clarence Toltempted to show off.
den, Mass., was veiy much pleased re with
man of Warren and George and Henry Mont
-.itPe
APPLETON RIDGE
Adclla F. Veazie.
cently when she received a letter frem gomery of Cushing. Besides her immediate
her grandmother Mrs. Lucy A. Vinal of family she leaves her aged mother, Mrs. E.
The mid-week prayer ir.eellrg was held at
Kllleran and three grandchildren, and four
this town. Mrs. Vinal is excellent in B.
brothers, E. K. Kllleran of New Bedford, Ma:,s. the home pf Adna l’P.tnan on Thursday evening
penmanship and wrote a most inter Herman L., Fred L. and Leland of Cushing and with nine present.
Rev. and Mrs. Emerson made a buslnesn
esting letter for one of 94 years of age. two .sisters, Mrs. Jessie Woodcock and Mrs.
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Howard Crockett

PLUMBING
SHEET METAL WORK, STOVE
AND FURNACE REPAIRING
AUTO RADIATORS REPAIRED
PIPE and PIPELESS FURNACES,
HOT WATER AND STEAM
HEATING

80 Franklin Street, ■ • Rockland
Telephone 424-1
-467-tf

Florence Benner of Thomaston. She was a
woman of friendly dlspodtlou possessing many
good qualities and devoted to her home and
family where she will be keenly mlsaed. Fu
SOUTH UNION
neral scvlcos were he'.d Feb. 3, conducted by
Rev. Roy Hilton Short of Thomaston and p aced
I. C. Thurston is leaving for Cali- in the receiving tomb to await burial In the
foin’a Fi b. 15. He has made several spring. Tne silent expressions of love were
manifested In many beautiful flowers. Much
trips overland Jiefore.
• ympathy ta extended to the sorrowing family.

Chauncey Childs iw In the factory
after being out for several weeks va
cation.
Mrs. Alice Williams was the guest of
Mrs. Laura Williams Friday.
Edmund Harding has llll.d his ice
houses, harvesting about 2000 cakes of
good quality ire. Fred Phitbrook and
Ralph Wallace have also fiiled their
houses the past week.
School closed Friday after a success
ful term taught by Maxine Simmons of
Union.
Edmund Hording has bought Dr
Hadley’s Ford.

S H O

DEALERS

Using Potter
Solo* Book*
gives the impression that you are
particular about your records.

THE POTTER PRESS
FULL LIIMfc or

COLUMBIA RECORDS
STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS, 31S-316 Main Street
OOCKLAND, MAINE

531 SOUTH ST

WALTHAM. MASS.

145T26t

ARTHUR L. ORNE
Insurance
SuceMtor to A. J. Eroklno A Co.

North National Bank

trip to Montvllle Tuesday.
The haypressing crew proved hay at the
Chaples farm last week.
Elizabeth Sprowl visited Elmwood school
Monday afternoon.
Friends of Miss Lillian Proctor are glad she
Is able to be home from Knox Hospl'.al where
she spent ten weeks receiving trta'.mcnt.
The Willing Workers met with Elizabeth
Stanley Tuesday afternoon with eight pres
ent. The membets worked on squares for a
quilt. A light lunch was seme.
Arthur Spiowl jammed his Anger bad’y while
working in the woods Thursday. /
Ger'.ude Moohy spent Friday afternoon with
Mrtv Callie Fuller.
E izaheth bj owl and Hazel Ferry attended
the Rebekah Circle held at the home of Car
rie Sherman last Wednesday.
Mrs. Kliubeth Xewbert’a Sunday school
class met at her home Friday afernoon. A
business meeting was called anti the calaas or
ganized under the name of "Clover Cla^s " Th
following offl era were elected Tor tiie quarter:
Muriel Wadsworth, president;
Cbrystaboi
Stanley, vice president : Marlon Kail, secrettary : Faustina Brown, treaaurcr; huth Moody,
nn»l Ciirysfahel S:an!e», social committee.
Tnerc were eight pre cnt. The afternoon was
very plea ant'b spent with nij/lc and ganna.
Siuidwlrhcs and lee cream was served by the
tcccher.
Hazel Pc tv, Phel Moody, and Evelyn Pit
man attended the Farm Bureau meeting held
at the village Frldly.

Rockland, Maine

417 MAIN !T. - • ROCKLAND, MB. Tolophonoo-Offioo 46*.

Houm 603 *

Seeds
Flower

Seeds
Grass

Agricultural,

An account with the Rockland National Bank
is always advantageous.

Dairy and

Poultry Supplies

Hie Bockland National Bank
•*

11

Seeds

Who started in a small way—but through
energy, determination and a good banking
connection has risen to a high pinnacle of
cuccoss.

4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney at Lav
8PECIALTY: PROBATE PRav1)C‘
431 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME

Vegetable

Rockland. Maine
hf.i MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM i’.!!!|l!

*

NOW I

Send for your copy
Mailed free on request (S24)
KENDALL & WHITNEY
o
&t. 1858— Portland, Maws
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THOMASTON
The ladies of the Baptist Circle w in
meet in the vestry Wednesday after
noon, picnic supper at G o'clock.
Members have the privilege of Inviting
their husbands or other members of
their families.
ltobert Creighton entertained at two
tables of auction Saturday evening.
Mrs. George Gardiner entertained
dinner gu sts Saturday evening at her
home on Gleason street.
George Cross is employed at the
Stonington Furniture Co. in Rockland.
Mrs. Isadore Dewinter left for Bos
ton yesterday morning. While there
she will visit her son John, who is a
student at St. John’s School, Danvers,
Mass.
The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs.
Sarah Smith, Friday afternoon at 2.30.
Program committee, Mrs. Comstock
and Mrs. Bramhall.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mason of
Kerne, X. H., were weekend guests of
Mrs. Amelia Robinson, Gleason street.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Robinson mo
tored to Portland with friends Satur
day. returning the same day by train.
Miss Elizabeth Washburn left Satur
day morning for Washington, D. C.. to
visit her sister, Mrs. George Newcombe.
A quiet wedding took place Feb. 9.
at the Baptist parsonage, when Walter
K. Butler of Thomaston, was united in
marriage with Miss Olive I. Wotton of
Cushing by Rev. R. H. Short. The
young tftuple were attended by the
parents of the groom. Mr. and Mrs.
Butler will make their home in Cush
ing.
Adelyn Bushnell was home over the
weekend, leaving this morning for
Houston, Texas, where she has a three
months' engagement as leading woman
at the Palace Theatre. She expects to
have her own company at Providence,
R. I. thi6 summer.

THIS IS
' Y .aSWbf ■, JS-.wi are

NOT

BUT IS A STATEMENT OF AN UNHAPPY AND DISCOUR
AGING CONDITION WHICH EXISTS TODAY
**
The Season Tickets for Community Fair are NOT selling as they
should. It is a serious situation and could easily be made des
perate by a few days’ rough weather.

COME

SALES MAY

AND

MAY

SALES

The Fair this year will be far better than ever before. This
your committee is prepared to vouch for. The best obtainable
talent will be on hand to make it easily Knox County’s Great
est Winter Attaction.

GO

—BUT—

WE SELL ON REGARDLESS

Every cent of profit goes into Rockland’s new Athletic Field,
dedicated to the Health and Happiness of the youth of our city.
The show will be absolutely free from any objectionable features
and deserves your full support.

OUR GREAT STORE DOES NOT EVADE COMPARISON—WE INVITE IT.

The Studley Regular Price is the Lowest Price Consistent with Sound Business—
and we Buy for Cash in large quantities. Couple with this the low overhead ex
pense of our economical plant and the Studley Principl oef an honest price and a
quick sale and you have the reason why WE INVITE THE ACID TELST.
COMPARISON

OF

PRICE

Buy a Season Ticket.

AND QUALITY

20% DISCOUNT ON NEARLY EVERYTHING IN OUR STORE

V. F. STUDLEY

283 MAIN ST.

They are entirely transferable.
BUY NOW.

/

ROCKLAND

UNION
“Sunshine” a three-art drama. will be pre
sented at the Union Town hall l>v the SanV
( lass of Union High School on Friday of this
week. The cast of characters is as’ follows:
Mandelia McCann, aged ten, Violet I’att; Mrs.
Bunch McCann of Detroit, the Mother. Ruth
Arrington ; Mrs. Del Whipples of Whipples Cor
ners, Conn., the Country lady, Sara Hit;
Mi83 Tessie Whitford, the mental case. Lucille
Jones; Juba K. Buttercup of Peoria, III., the
■Did Man, Carleton Manafi dd ; ?.Iiss Gregory,
the nurse, Eda Syward : Buddy Brady of New
York, the ball player, Royal Grinnell; Major
Hellieot. the speculator. Harold Wentworth;
Jin. Anthony, engaged, Edward Ames; Sylvia
Deane, also engaged, Florence Hesse; Mary
“Sunshine,” Christine Norwood.

DANCE

STRUCK BY ELEVATOR

WHEN THE ROLL IS CALLED DOWN

YONDER

I’LL BE THERE
WHERE?

AT THE ARCADE

FEBRUARY

FRIDAY,

15

ROCKLAND vs. CAMDEN
BASKETBALL
Both games in Camden were humdingers

CAMDEN VS. ROCKLAND

Basketball Battlrs In the Arcade Fri
day Night Promise Plenty of Excite
ment.

Camden and Rockland High School
contc .ta are ultra; s tilled to the brim
with rivalry a- d raver fail to draw a
big crowd. In times past when one
team or the other seemed hopelessly
outclassed it lias battered out a vic
tory. Tlie situation this year is not
si one-sided that either team can af
ford to rest on its laurels. To he sure
Rockland won the first game by four
baskets, hut that is not a decisive mar
gin and the breaks of the game could

easily make it an even thing. The
game w.ll be staged Friday night ef
this week in the Arcade and a record
breaking crowd is sure to b ■ on hand.
The girls' game too will be full of
spice. In Camden the Sullivan-coached
lassies came near their Waterloo for
I the Megunticook Maids had th? score
: a tie at the end of the first half with
! both Breen and Griflin listening to the
birdies sing on the bench as the re
sult of injuries. To he sure tlie full
Rockland drive was in the last half
and won handily hut the nearness ti
victory whetted the appetites of the C.
H. S. girls and they will come to the
Arcade Friday prepared for war to the
teeth.

WINTER CARNIVAL
DAMARISCOTTA,

ME.

FEBRUARY 2223
SKI JUMPS
BASKETBALL GAMES,

DANCING,

HORSE RACES, ETC.
The citizens of the Twin Villages extend to you a
most cordial welcome.

Clark Island
Wednesday Ev’g, Feb. 13
Given by the Pierson-Caven
Corporation

Smalley’s Orchestra

VALENTINE NIGHT

SUPPER DANCE
at the

Who

FISKE HOUSE

IS

“The

Humming

Bird”
?

DAMARISCOTTA

How true it is. that growing life is.
n decrease nt .1 cfadles rock us nearer
the tomb. Our birth is nothing but
• ur death begun. Equally true is it
that that life is long which answers
life's great end. B..th these truths
so
well
expressed
have
special
and fitting application to the death
Feb. 5 of Mrs. Fffle Telman, at her
home at West Meadows, where she had
lived the greater part of her life. The
seeds of death had been slowly ripen
ing for a long time and for two years
she had been ncariy blind, guiding
herself about by the use of a cane.
Yet every household duty was per
formed. up to within four days of her
death. None knew her well hut to
know her w rth. and those who knew
her best loved her most.
From childhood she was an amiable,
companionable girl, always ready and
willing to sacrifice her own pleasure
for the comfort of others. Although
in failing health, she had carefully
looked after tliosb who needed help,
though her many kind and noble deeds
were known only to herself and those
she aided. Circumstances permitted
many of her schooltime friends to he
present at the last sad rites and many
and beautiful were the flowers Sent as
their last token of love.
Mrs. Effie I). Tolman was born in
Rockland 56 years ago. daughter of the
late Leland C. and Ellen (Packard)
Blackington. After leaving school she
spent a few years as bookkeeper for a
Lowell firm, then returning to Reekland she was married to Gardner L,
Tolman going directly to the farm just
over the Rockland line in Thomaston.
West Meadows. She is survived by her
husband, by a brother and a sister,
Lilian, wife of Capt. Ernest Ginn of
Portland.
M. A. D. G.

Michael Foley died at the home of
hir. daughter, Mrs. Mary Winchen
bach, 48 Front street, Friday, of pneu
monia.
He was born in Ireland in
1843 and was a member of St. Ber
nard's parish and a highly respected
citizen. He leaves to mourn his loss
one son. Richard J. Foley; and two
daughters, Mrs. C. M. Doherty and
Mrs, F. T. Winchenbach. and 15 grand
children, all of this city.

THE LORRAINE
255 Tremont Street, Boston
Next to the Shubert Theatre—within three
minutee' walk ef all the theatree

THE PLACE TO DINE
WHEN IN BOSTON
CHICKEN DINNER, $1.28

A few tables to be reserved for our Rockland guests.

DANCING 8:00 O'CLOCK.
ADMISSION:

SUPPER 10:30.

$1.50 PER PERSON

TELEPHONE YOUR RESERVATIONS

I’iiiBmB.1.; i

Ml

I®

NOW

IS THE TIME TO ORDER YOUR

BUCKEYE INCUBATORS
AND BROODERS

I
I
1
I

The Machines That Give Results

More Chix, Larger Chix, Stronger Chix
THE PLACE TO BUY IS IN

THOMASTON
Where you Save Money when you Buy Your Lumber, Atlas Paint,
Oils, Glass, Putty, Windows, Doors, Hardware, Edison Portland
Cement, Murphy's Varnishes, Watatite Spar Varnish, Upson Board,
the best wall board made; Steel Ceilings, Galvanized Iron Gutter
and Conductor, Asphalt and Cedar Shingles, Maple and Oak Flooring.

CED ALINE
The new material for Lining your Clothes Closets. It take* tha
place of cedar chests, protects your good clothe* against moths;
Clothes Reels, Step Ladders, Numetal Weather Strips, Etc, Etc.
And many other things too numerous to mention here.
GIVE US A CALL. GLAD TO QUOTE PRICES

g

W. J. ROBERTSON
BUILDERS' SUPPLIES

TEL. 124-3.

DANCING AND CABARET UNTIL
12:30

OPEN SUNDAYS

L. E. BOVA

ROCKLAND

SAVINGS

Office Hours—9 to 3
Saturdays 9 to 12
Safety Deposit Boxes to Rent

Eggs and Chicks

FOR SALE—One Imperial incubator. Ca
pacity 440 eggs. L. S. COPELAND, Warren,
Me. R. F. D. 2.
19*11
WANTED—360 or 500 egg incubator, Buck
eye. Ciphers or Buffalo urefen. I < LAUA SAW
YER. Thomaston, Me. Tel. 183-2.
19-21
FOR SALE—1,1.31) egg “Old Trusty” Incu
bator also 1 Queen Coal bunring Brooder
Stove, both In good condition. W. L. MER
RIAM, Union, Me.
18-20

BABY CS41X—Wyllie’s. Single Comb Reds
bred for eggs, type and color. Order early 22c
each postpaid. F. H. WYLLIE, Thomaston. R
F. D. Phone 171-42.
14*23

DAY OLD CHICKS—Improved S. C. R. I
Reds. $18 per hundred. Hatching eggs from
pens headed by males from H. A. Daniels’ Pedi
greed Reds. $9 per hundred. O. C. COOK.
Friendship, Maine.
8*19

THE APPLE MARKET
Extra Fine Baldwins Selling
Above Quotations—Market
Unchanged.

Advertisements In this column not to exceed
three line* Inserted once for 25 oents. 3 tinted
for 50 cents
Additions) lines 5 rents each
tor one time. It oents 3 time*
S*x eorti make

a line

Lost and Found
LOST—Saturday on upper Camden street a
lady’s extra large coat button. Please return
t> 194 CAMDEN STREET or telephone <17-2.
19-lt
LOST—Auto chain 36x6 between Roek’and
and South Hope. PAYSON & ROBBINS. Fast
Union, Me.
19-21
LOST—From 14 Oak street, black and gray
tiger stripe 1 male cat, black ears, striped down
his hack and tall, lost Friday, Feb. 8. Kindly
telephone FULLER COBB DAVIS.
19*lt
LOST—Between West Rockport and Rocklr.nd via Rockport a tire chain. Return REV. O.
W. STUART. Rockland. Tel. 206-13.
18-20
LOST—FOX HOUND—brown and white, left
front foot slightly lame, toes gone, last seen
driving across Vaughn’s Neck. Reward. Please
notify NIVEN • C. KALLOCH, Warren. Tel.
177-4.
17*19
FOUND—A Better Kerosene— Lusterlite. You
can have It delivered in 5-gal. lots to your
home anywhere In Rockland free. For service
call MOODY’S. 455-M.
1-tf

W anted
WANTED AT ONCE—Experienced Sales Lady
In women's garments. None without experience
need apply. This is a permanent connection
with good pay* CUTLER-COOK CO., successors
to the Davb Garment Shop, Rockland. Tele
phone 288.
19-21
WANTED—Choppers to cut pu’p wood at
Clark Island. TEL ROCKLAND 21-23.
19*24
WANTED—To rent house with modern con
veniences. DR. A.**K. P. HARVEY. Tel. 194).
18-23
WANTED—First class Boat Builders, steady
work and good pay, apply CAMDEN YACHT
BLDG. & RY. INC.. Camden. Me. Tel. 319.
17-42
WANTED—< 'KOCIIETKRS Experienced on
Bootees and Infants’ Sacques, steady home
work, good pay. We pay parcel-post charges
both ways. Send us pieces showing stitches.
SIMON ARCHER ft CO.. INC., 134th Street
& 3rd Ave., New York City.
19*30
WANTED—Oak lumber In the log. landed In
our yard. Telephone or write, CAMDEN YACHT
BLDG. & RY. INC , Camden. Me. Tel. 319.
17 42
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, male
and female. Highest prices paid JOHN 8.
RANLETT. Rockville. Me. Tel. 352 14.
1-tf

For Sale

FOR SALE—Ten room house with stable and
garage. Modern conveniences. 10 SEA ST.,
Camden, Mo.
19-27
FOR SALE—Dry yellow birch edgings, very
Boston, Feb. 6.
large and about the same as fitted wood. Per
There is no particular change in the ff>ot $2.23. SOUTH END WOOD YARD. C. F.
apple market. Apples are cleaning up riesrott. Mgr. Tel. 462-J.____________ 18-20
fairly well at the prices quoted, with "f0R~8ALE*—CookIn eR a n re No. 8-20 Price
17*19
an occasional lot of extra fine Baldwins reavonahle. 17 PACiriC ST.
selling above quotations.
FOR SALE—2 Second Hand Upright Pianne;
1 Small Columbia Phonograph; 2 Cornets,
Baldwins, No. 1. bbls................................ $2.75 to$3.50
Silver Plated. STL'DLEY'S MUSIC STORK,
Baldwins, unclassified bbls.......... 2.25 to 2.75
16-tf
Baldwins, boxes ................................ 30 to 1.50 Roekland, Tel. 713.
Greenings, etc., bbls............................. 2.00to 3.50
FOR SALE—House In Camden, with all mod
Sweet Apples, bbls.............................. 1.50to 2.50 ern Improvement*. atable and garage. Slate
Spies, bbls.......................
1.30 to 3.50 roof on all buildings. Call after 5,36. MRS.
Starks, bbls........................................... 1.50to 3.00 W. E. Dr.INKWATER. 30 Mountain St.. Cam
Ben Davis & Russets, bbls.......... 1.50 to
2.50 den, Me. Tel .85-5.___________________ 16*21
Odd Varieties, bbls.............................. 2.00to 3.00
~FOR~ SALE—Hard Wood titled or Jonks.
Odd Varieties, boxes ......................... 50 to
.75
Telephone 172-6. Warren, Me., or write JOHN
Kingman & Hearty, Inc.
COGAN. Thomaston R F. D.
16*21
“Th© House Built on the Apple'
FOR SALE—German Police dog pups, pure
breds 1 weeks old .bin. 36. O. 11. LIBBY, War
ren. Me. R No. 2.
15*20
FOR SALE—RADIO—I tube set complete.
F. R. HARPER. 15 Gurdy St.
12-tl

AIREDALE PUPS

Hunting Stock
Full of pep and muscl*. Will male*
eork«r« for skunk or coon. Perfect
ratters. Price $16 and $20 each.
Inquire at KITTREDGE PHAR
MACY, Rcckland.
17-19

rape on
hand and made to order. FIELD A KKF.P. 19
McLoud St., near Haskeli'a Store. Southend.
Tel. 758-3
13l-tf
FOR SALE—Xew General Electric Motors
3-5-10 II. P. with starters and switches; 60
cycle. 220 watts, 3 phase. Apply D. SHAFTER,
13 Rockland St.. Roekland. Me
151-tf

For sale-b urpee’s Furniture Polish. Used
.in Rockland for sixty years. Large hottie ROc;
I email bottle 30c.
PANY.

...... .... .

DURPEE FURNITURE COM

■■■■■■■■■'• ■■iii.

■■■

1-tf
■■■■■ —

Miscellaneous
To Let

1 Your hens
, _ will be

TO LET—One furnished room near' bath.
Very central, use of phone. Also two other
rooms nicely furnished for light housekeeping
TEL. 348-M.
W-21

on the nest

every day if/f(
you feed them •

TO LET—Six room tenement on Otis street
with bath and garage. Inquire at 12 MYRTLE
*T.
____________________________________16-tf

LAY0* BUST

COPYRIGHT 1915 BY TMt PARK $ POlLARO CO

WK SELL IT
ROCKLAND GRAIN CO.
46 PARK ST.

TEL. 800.
18-20

Managing
Director

Formerly of the famous Cafe Bova
96-S-tf

BANK

ROCKLAND, • . - MAINE

Keystone
Cigars—Mild, Sumatra
Wrapper, Long Filler. At all stores.—
84-tf

In Everybody's Coli

THOMASTON
16-T-tf

MRS. EFFIE D. TOLMAN

MICHAEL FOLEY

C. L. U. HALL

Every Cent For The Athletic Field.

Fuller C. Blackington Has Ter
rible Experience In Boston,
Followed by Pneumonia.
Fuller C. Blackington, a former
Rockland citizen, especially well known
among the firemen, was horribly in
jured a week ago in the Washington
Building, Doston, where he was em
ployed. He was struck by the freight
elevator and knocked to the floor.
Realizing that he had only the frac
tion of a second to extricate himself
he managed to cast off the wcodep gate
and with an almost superhuman effort
leaped back to safety just as the heavy
car eped past. His face was rmashed
beyond all recognition. At Haymarket
Relief Hospital it was B und necessary
to take 37 stitches across the face.
There was a compound fracture of the
nose and other bruises.
From the Belief Hospital he was ta
ken to the Brook? Hospital, 227 Sum
mit avenue, Cory Hill, Brookline.
Pneumonia developed and for several
days his life wavered. The physicians
leclare that considering the condition
f h,s heart following a stroke last
winter, the terrible shock he sustained
in the accident and the pneumonia that
he put up as plucky a fight for life
is any man they had ever seen, lie is
now considerably, improved and wilt
be well pleased to hear from Rock
land friends at liis hospital address.

But

TICKET COMMITTEE,
Community Fair and Carnival.

CAMDEN
Mrs. Nina Gregory of Glencove has
been a recent guest otf Mrs. J. C. 1' ish.
■Mrs. J. S. Felton and niece, Mrs.
Ella Jarvis of Grand Forks. X. D., leave
this week for Providence and Marl
boro for a visit with relatives. Mrs.
Jarvis has been the guest of Mrs. Fel
ton the past month.
About 20 friends of Mrs. Joseph
Emery gave her a surprise party Sat
urday evening, the occasion being her
birthday. They )«reseated her with
a cut glass vase. Delicious eats were
furnished by the guests.
P. J. Good has moved his undertak
ing parlors into the store in the I“. II.
Thomas building which formerly was
occupied by Mrs. Cash. Aubrey Coose
till occupy the place vacated by Mr.
Good.
Mrs. Nettie Hatch of Boston is the
guest of her sister, Mrs. J. G. Hutchins.
Mrs. G. W. Aehorn entertained tlie
Twentieth Century Club Friday afterneon.
Miss Ruth Montgomery has returned
from a visit in Boston.
Bishop Brewster will be in town
Thursday and will officiate at Holy
Eucharist at the early morning service
on that day at .the new Episcopal
khurch on Chestnut street.
The Baptist Eatjies Circle will meet
Wednesday with Mrs. Orris Woster.
Mrs. Almeda Porter will entertain
the Friday Club this week.
Invitati, ns are out for a lun heon
and auction to be given at Green Ga
bies Friday. The hostesses are Mrs.
John Bird, Mlrs. John Coombs .Mrs. M.
B. Ixing. Mrs. A. F. Green and Mrs. T.
J. French.
James A. Keller died at his home
here Monday. Mr. Keller was born in
West Camden, now West Rockport, G
years ago, the son of George and Su
san (Ar.nis) Keller. He has mad? his
home in Camden the past 18 years.
Funeral services will be held tomorrow
afternoon at 2 o'clock.
The production of "Nothing but the
Truth” which was given for the bene
fit of the Bates million dollar endow
ment fund by local amateurs in the
Gpera House Friday evening was one
of the best of Camden’s many sue
cesses along this line. Each part as
signed was just suited to the person
thosen and each seemed to enter into
the spirit of the plot. The humorous
situations with which the play was
filled were enthusiastically received by
the large audience. The stage setting
for the second and third acts was most
attractive, representing the summer
home of Mr. Ralston and great cr. (lit
is due Mrs. II. M. Rankin under whose
direction it was arranged. The reed
furniture used added much to the set
and was loaned by A. S. Prince.

AD

AN

Park '^'Pollard (6

.RO.ULTRy_EE E OS

NOTICE—Thh

eerlllles that 1 shall pay nn
bills contracted br my Aon Frederluk 8. Grey
after thia date. Signed EFFIE (HARDY) GREY.

‘Lincolnville, Feb. 3.

18*26

BURLAP WITH STAMPED PATTERNS for
making hooked rugs. FL'LLER-COBB-DAVIS.
15-tf

PALMER ENGINES—32 sizes and typea. 2
to 85 h. p. 4 < ycle. 1, 2, 3 and 4 cylinders. A type
TO LET—Furnished rooms for light house for every boat. The "reliable Palmer" la tho
keeping. All modern conveniences. Apply 12 best for fishing boats. Send for catalogue
and price list. Largest stock In Maine. Imme?:lm street.
9-tf
dia'e de iverv. All parts for Palmer engtnea.
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves, PALMER BUDS.. 39 Portland I’ler, Portland,
12-33
and musical instruments or auyttilng that re Maine.
lulrea a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable. “paTntING AUTOMOBILES. AND REPAIR
I. R. FLYE. 221 Main St.. Rockland.
l-tf
ING. aho good bargains In used cars. STEV
ENS GARAGE, 57 Pacific street. Tel. 563-R.
9*20
Used Cars
1919 FORD—1921 OVERLAND—1922 BIG
SIX STUDEBAKER—all in good condition and
ready to drive out. Now is the time to buy
vour used car at your own price, (’all A. C.
IONBS. phone 576 It or FIREPROOF GARAGE,
phone 889.
16*tf

NEW AND SECOND HAND SHOES. Clothing, Crockerv, and Household Goods Bought
and Sold. C. T. BRAGG. Rankin Block. >-tf
LADIES—Reliable stock of lialr goods at
the Rockland Hair Store. 336 Main St. Mall
orders solicited. HELEN C. RHODES.
1-tf
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Page Seven
All are asked to keep informed as to
public matters of importance in Con
gress and in Maine, to help the Open
Forum to be as profitble as at the pre
vious meetings. Only six meetings arc
left, so bp sure to .be present, "rain
nr shine.”

InSocialCircles

SELLING OUT SALE o/

In addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, the department eapeclallj
desires Information of social happenings, par
ties muaicaii, etc.
Notes sent bj mall at
telephone will be gladlj received.

TELEPHONE ............................................... 770

Mr. and Mrs. Fred R. Spear arrived
Saturday at their transcontinental
journey's end In Pasadena, Calif. In
New Orleans they were entertained by
Miss Nellie Farwell. '

DAVIS GARMENT STOCK

Mrs. Ray Easton returned home
Thursday from Knox Hospital, where
she underwent an operation two weeks
ago. She Is gaining rapidly.

Mrs. Fred Drew, 'formerly Miss
Nellie Knowlton of this city, enter
tained a group of native born Rockland
friends at her home 106 Bellevue ave
nue, Winthrop. Mass., Feb. I. A de
licious luncheon was served. Among I
those present were Miss Della Bean.
Mrs. Charles A. Rose. Mrs. T.
Fairs, Mrs. Walter Wilson, Mrs. F. N. j
Carleton and Mrs. Leslie Blake.

STARTED WITH A RUSH

The Woman’s Foreign Missionary
Society of the M. E. church will meet
with MPs. Asa St. Clair, Rockland
street, Thursday afternoon at 2.30
sharp. The mystery .box will be con
ducted by Mrs. Jeanette Dunton. The
subject for study will be “The Last
Chapter of the Cook,” followed by
readings and music.
.

Are you one of them?

You will be taken care of.

We have more help this week.

Come any day and Save Money on

Coats, Suits, Skirts,
Up

Dresses, Blouses, Fur Coats
They are going Regardless of Cost.

Every garment must be

: : At : :

LITTLEFIELD MEMORIAL
FREE BAPTIST CHURCH
ROCKLAND, MAINE
at 7:30 P. M.

Lectures on Leviticus

11. Christ—The Door.
12. Christ—The Power of God.
14. Christ—Our Sanctification.
15. The Process of Holiness.
18. Christ—The Way Into the
Holiest.
Feb. 19. The Way of Holiness.
Feb. 21. God's Better Things.
Feb. 22. Grace and Judgmont.
Bring Your Bible.
All Welcome.

Feb.
Fob.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mrs. Adelaide Allen who has heen
11*11
spending the winter with her daugh
ter, Mrs. Walter Wilson in Dorches
ter, Mass., has gone to Hyannis to
visit her granddaughter, airs. it. L. of this city as bright partlcular~stars“
Mm. (Dr.) Stevens ably conducted the
Jones.
Catechism lesson on tho United States
which
included
the
Mrs. Charles H. Johnson of Dor Constitution,
chester, Mass., is the guest of her sis posers "What are the important duties
ter, Mrs. Harry II. Hanscom, Masonic of the Senate?” and “How often shall
Congress assemble?” and thus led at
street.
tention to the fact that Congress is
Miss Elsa M. Hayden, soprano, sang now in active session at Washington
in the quartet choir at the Congrega and that the Teapot Dome Scandal,
tional church Sunday, In the absence Mellon's Tax Reduction bill, the Sol
diers’ Bonus and the Bok Peace Plan
of Mrs. Cushing.
command public attention.
These
air. and Mrs. E. J. Southard left this topics were discussed with animation,
morning for Winthrop, Mass., where the World Court was endorsed, but
they will spend two weeks with their only three voted in favor of a general
daughter, Mrs. Elizabeth Taylor, and bonus for able-bodied soldiers, al
incidentally make the acquaintance ef though all favored the utmost gener
a noisy new relative.
osity for disabled veterans.

Hundreds went out Saturday without being waited on

The regular meeting of the SJethebesec Club was held at the home of
Mrs. Louise Ingraham, Friday afternooh. Mrs. Ingraham and Mrs. Emma
Shaw were hostesses. It was a great
pleasure to have Miss Martha Bartlett,
Gardiner’s Librarian and former sec
retary of the ifethebesec Club, pres
ent at this meeting. She presented an
excellent paper on ‘‘Books and Pub
lishers." Mrs. Elizabeth Davis gave
a very interesting and ably prepared
paper on “Libraries.” The following
vocal sols were much enjoyed: “In An
Old Fashioned Down,” by W. H.
Squire; “Oh 1 Mr. Piper,” by Pearl G.
Curren, sung by Miss Adelaide Cross,
Miss Marion Marsh was accompanist.
At the conclusion of the program
dainty refreshments were served by
the hostesses.

,

Wednesday evening marks the last
of the auction parties to be given by
the B. & 1’. W. Club at thejr Elm street
clubroom. aim. Emma Carver, Miss
Pardee and airs. Dora Crockett will
be hostcases.

EMPIRE
Three Shows—2:00, 6:45, 8:30

Last Time Today

Mrs. W. O. Holman, a former resi
dent cf Ingraham Hill, is seriously 111
at the home of her son William A.
Ilolman in Portland.

REPLACED WITH

Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Smalley left
last night for New York and Washing
ton whither Mr. Smalley goes on im
portant legal huslness. A week or
two of pleasure journeying, probably
southward will follow.

NEW SPRING MERCHANDISE

Why Wait and Pay More Later.

Take advantage of Our Loss

Thursday evehing, Feb. 38, has been
definitely set for the lecture by Mrfs.
aierrell Hamlin of Portland.
Mm.
Hamlin has chosen as her subject “Cur
rent History” and will be brought to
Rockland under the auspices of the
Business and Professional Women’s
Club.
*

“DAYTIME
WIVES”
—With—
AN ALL-STAR CAST

TWO-REEL WESTERN

it is your Gain.

The Kalloeh Class will meet with
Miss Walker. Warren street, Thursday
afternoon to sew.
A farewell party was given Saturday
evening nt the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Melvin Pendexter, Lisle street, in
honor of Mr. and Mrs. Romie F.
Brantley who were married Wednes
day evening, Feb. 6 by the Rev. J. M.
Ratcliff. The bridegroom who return
ed to Boston yesterday is.one of the
crew of the U. S. S. Putnam which
made many friends in this city during
its visits here in the past few months.
The bride who was formerly Miss
Ethel B. Snow of this city is to follow
later. Violin and piano solos were
played by Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Butler
of Thomaston and a general good time
v.-as enjoyed. The guests were; Mr.
and Mrs. Brantley, Mr. and Mrs. Mel
vin Pendexter, Mr. and Mrs. James
Cobb, Mr. and Mrs. George Wheeler,
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Lord, Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Butler and son Rollo,
Richerd Bartlett, Miss Dorothy Snow,
and Misses Hazel and Gladys Pendex
ter.

Miss Lucy W. Fuller arrived home
yesterday from Orono where she at
tended the winter sports festival at
the University of Maine.

BIBLE
CONFERENCE

We bought the Stock at a Low price and

you get the Benefit.

CITHER-COOK

8.

Successors to

Come one and all.

Telephone your friends

H. DAVIS
346 Main St

WE AIM TO PLEASE

Sold Out To

CUTLER-COOK CO.

WE AIM TO PLEASE

The two Rockland voyagers, W. S.
Bishop and John J. Perry, who are
making the Mediterranean -cruise on |
j the S. 8. Bclgeland, send home glow-i
nig reports of their Journeyings. The I
two days spent at Tunis and Carthage)
proved thoroughly enjoyable, the shore j
excursions and sightseeing programs
bring carried out without a hitch.« The
wireless reports that the memorial
service for ex-President Wilson held
on board the steamship simultaneously
with the services in this country, was
greatly appreciated by the passengers.
Mrs. Jennie Bird who has been vis
iting her daughters in Trenton, N. J.
and Boston has returned home.

NEWEST COMEDY

Wednesday-Thursday

Elaine Hammerstein

“BROADWAY GOLD”
—With—

Elliott Dexter and
Kathlyn Williams
A talc of the thrills of high life and
love cn Broadway.
COMEDY
PATHE NEWS

Friday-Saturday
* One <if the snappiest open forums of
the present season took place unex
pectedly at the last meeting of the Ed
ucational Club, when a score of ni mThere will be a circle supper at the bers volunteered information and com
Universalist church Wednesday. The ments with Mrs. Charles Creighton,
housekeepers are Mrs.
Katherine Thomaston, and Mrs. Grace Armstrong
Her First Big Picture
Veazie, Mrs. alary Perry, Mrs. Kath
erine Diamond, Mrs. Rida Fuller, Mrs.
leseie ltobo.ns Mrs. Cari-.e Palmer
Miss Flora Wise, Miss Edna Pays in,
M'ss Ade Fc.-ry, Miss Hope Grtenl.cigh. Mis F.ila Crle. Th i meeting
Of tl,e Mission Circle is postponed.
It must be distinctly understood that there will be

BABY PEGGY

_ Up stairs, down stairs and in the
lady’s chamber. That was the story
at Fred S. March’s residence, 93 Park
street. Saturday afternoon when Miss
J tan March entertained a number of
happy kiddies in honor of her ninth
birthday. The games were spirited,
and seemed to afford .the young folks
a great deal of amusement. Ices, cake
and sandwiches were served. The
hostess whs remembered abundantly
with birthday gifts. Hir guests were:
Elnor Tibbetts, Alzada North. Florence
Deane, Nathalie Jones, Helen Davis.
Dora McMann, Rose Whitmore. Ruth
Hanscom, Mary Stockbridge. Catherine
Coif. Bertha Knight, Eloise Nash, Meri
Winslow, Margaret Pinkham.

Friday afternoon tho A. R. T. H.
Club met jit the pleasant home of Mrs.
William A. . Seavty, James street,
wlicre they exercised necdlecraft talent
to a pleasing cxtint. All members
wore present but three, who were de
tained at home on account of illness.
After the busy afternoon Mrs. Seavey
announced “a little refreshment,” but
when those present viewed the elabo
rate spread of frosted cake, brownies,
cookies, crackers, olives, cherries, fruit
salad, cocoa, etc., it was declared a
feast fit for a king and all his subjects.
The next meeting is scheduled to be
with Mrs. Milton Rollins, North Main
street.

Mrs. Frank Gehrman of Tenant's
The Chapin Class will hold its regu
Harbor is the guest of her daughter,
lar meeting Thursday evening with
Mrs. R. H, Angell.
Misses Gladys and Dorothy B'ethen,
V. A. Leach left for Boston Satur Holmes street. Important business.
day morning to spend Sunday with his
Pasadena, Calif. Star News: Mr.
brother at Winthrop. Mrs. J. W. Burns
and Mrs. Evie Perry Joined him Mon and Mrs. Charles EdVard Lampman
day for a ten days business sojourn in (Maude Hovey) entertained at cards
Friday evening, to lrdnor Mr. and Mrs.
the Boston and New York markets.
Charles Schubert of Staten Island. N.
These belated echoes from the last Y. The other guests were Mr. and
Woman’s Educational Club meeting Mrs. Charles A. Burnham and Mr. and
may be of interest to the members who Mrs. A. W. Fenner. Refreshments
were not there. The meeting was were served after the game, the table
opened with the Lord's Prayer and being attractively decorated with pointhe American’s Creed. The next meet settias and greenery.
ing will be opened with the Gettys
burg address. The number of mem
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Wadsworth of
bers who have been able to read a Camden were dinner guests Sunday of
quarter of an hour each day of infor- Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Higgs. Warren
matory reading had Increased one-half street.
over the last meeting. Mrs. Charles
A. Creighton, Mrs. Grace Armstrong
Excerpts from “Cavalleria Rustiand Miss Clara • Spalding gave fine cana," was one of the 'program features
critical reports on pronunciation and at Strand Theatre, New York recently.
sentence forming. Mrs. F. H. Sanlmrn. The duet was sung by Miss Kitty Mc
Mrs. Flora Rokes and Mrs. Edna Mc Laughlin of Rockland and .Louis DorIntire, were unanimously admitted to nay, tenor. The audiences expressed
membership. Fourteen new names much enthusiasm.
were presented for approval. Sixteen
members reported who had not missed
Miss Edith Bicknell has returned
a meeting this session. The civics from Portland where she has been the
lesson was led by Mrs. Nettie Stew guest of friends the past fortnight.
art, the next lesson to begin at 370
MrJ. Mabel Stevens <(o;i(l/ui-ted the
Mr. and Mrs. Harmon Davis who
catechism of the Constitution of the
United States, the next lesson to be closed out their business here last
gin at question 2, page 5. The Tea week leave in a week cr 10 days for
pot Dome reservation, the Mellon Bill, their future home in Portland. An
the Soldiers’ Bonus and the Bok Prise organization which will iparticularijy
Peace Plan were discussed.
Mrs. mlss Mrs. Davis is Golden Itod Chap
Stewart gave .one of her pleasing mon ter, O. E. S„ which she had served in
ologues. E. W. MacDonald, secretary the capacity of matron alter pissing
of the Chamber of Commerce, gave through all of the other chairs. She
an address on Rockland’s new City was also one of the organizers of the
Charter and other subjects. Dr. Past Matrons’ and Patrons’ Associa
Coombs of Augusta gave an illustrated tion. Mrs. Davis displayed much ef
lecture on health, etc. Refreshments ficiency in all of the positions she oc
were served by the Thomaston mem cupied, and her assistance in social af
bers to the 70 persons present.
fairs was equally valuable.

The Commercial Club social and
dance -which was to have been held at
the Copper Kettle last Thursday even
ing was postponed, owingj to the ill
ness of Dr. T. E. Tibbetts. It will be
held Thursday evening at 7.30 at the
Thorndike Grill room. Music will be
furnished by the Commercial Club Or
chestra.

Bath Times: “Mr. and Mrs James
D. Tillingha.it < • Boston arc the first
to make re-; :**\at!uns for rums at
Hotel Riverside rt Popham Beach. The
summer of 1923 was their first sea
son at this resort and they were so
charmed with the mouth of the Ken
nebec that they are eager to return.
Mrs. Tilllnghast is the vice .president
of the Massachusetts Republican State
Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Bridges of
committee.” Mr. Tillinghast was for
The Universalist Mission Circle will Swan’s Island who were in the city
merly pastor of the Universalist
meet with Mrs. Oliver Frohock, Park for the weekend, are now on a trip
church in Rockland.
to Bas on.
street, Wednesday at 3.30 p. m.

Miss Mildred Waldron is in Boston
called by the serious illness of her
mother, Mrs. S. S. Waldron.
Mr. and Mrs. Georgs Fossett and
daughter Norma ar.d Mr* and Mrs. Bay
Pinkham, all of Union, spent Sunday
with Mr. Fossett's mother, Mrs. Laura
Fossett, 96 North Mai^ street.

Considerable social' activity was
discerned by a Courier-Gazette re
porter when he visted the Fuller-,
Cobb-Davis store yesterday. Mrs. Fan
nie Smith had repored back from a two
weeks vacation as had also Miss Mertie
loung and Mrs. Anna Brazier. Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest C. Davis, Miss
Frances Bachelder, Miss Sara Linnell,
George Ryan and Miss Burdell Strout
were preparing to invade New York
City and are either there or enroute
as this paper goes to press. They will
make their headquarters at the Wlaldorf-Astorla and return at the end of
the week with all the new ideas of
the metropolis. Albert Peterson was
limping around painfully on the sec
ond floor and close questioning dis
closed the fact that he had celebrated
his safe return from Vinalhaven Sat
urday by a coastirg expedition at the
Cobb farm Sunday and very properly
had received his just deserts when he
tried to run over a stonewall. N. B.
Cobb, boosting Rockland as always
all, iwed that we were having a fairly
early spring and in proof of his state
ment. proudly displayed a full blown
apple blossom.

Mrs. E. C. Kcnisten of Plymouth, N.
H., who was tailed here by the deatli
ef her father, Capt. George Jameson,
returned Saturday after a short visit
with her daughter. Mrs. P. I’. Bicknell.
Old County road. Mrs. Helen Jameson
of Belmont and daughter, Mrs. F. F.
Morison of Boston who came to at
tend the Jamison funeral were also
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Bicknell.

“Darling of New York”

NO

Mrs. J. A. Burpee entertained the
Mrs. Alice M. Spear has returned
Auction Club Friday a.ternoon, the
from Everett, Mass.
prize being won by Mrs. A. S. Black.

Mrs. Mabel Thorndike who is making
Mrs. Benjamin P. Merrill of Trenton,
her home in Camden this winter was a
N. J., is in the city called by the crit
weekend guest at 10 Claremont street. ical illness of her father, Dr. T. E.
Tibbetts. Mrs. Tibbetts’ sister, Mrs.
Class 29 of tne Methodist Sunday John De Orsay of Waterville is also
school held its last meeting with Mrs. here for that reason.
F. C. Flint, and voted to continue the
officers' of last year. An informal re
Fri*nds gathered at the home of Mr
ception was tendered to Mrs. L. E. and Mrs. Fred Swift 'Saturday evening,
Mann a beloved member who was and assisted him to observe his 32d
leaving the next morning for Manitoba, birtlday.
Canada. The class president. Mrs. Ida
Simmons was- presented with! sherbet
Very charming heart-shaped invi
glasses and a sugar and cream in ap tations are out for a valentine auc
preciation of the care and helpfulness tion to be given at the Country Club
she has shown in her class work. This on Feb. 14 by Mrs. Frank A. Tirrell,
was also her birthday, although she Jr., and Mrs. W. Harrison Sanborn.
had overlooked the anniversary, so the
present served in a doubie capacity.
At the Educational Club meeting
Her speech of acceptance revealed the Friday evening, Mrs. Alden Ulmer will
fact that it was also "Ike’s” birthday. take charge cf refreshments and Mrs.
Refreshments were served. The next Grace Armstrong render report of
meeting will be held with Mrs. Elmore criticisms as to pror/ouneiation and in
correct use of the English language
Strout tomorrow.

GAMBLING

no gambling devices at Community Fair. 1 here will
be Fun Makers and Games of Skill—but nothing not
already officially approved by Secretary Emery of
the Maine Civic League.
AMUSEMENT COMMITTEE,
Community Fair.

PARK

MATINEE, 10c, 17c
EVENING 10c, 17c, 22c

THREE SHOWS—2:00, 6.45, 8:30

Rex Beach's Novel

LAST TIME

“BIG

BROTHER”
—With—

TODAY

Tom Moore, Raymond Hatten and
Edith Roberts
COMEDY

NEWS

COMING WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

«_The Strand &£»
JO8EPH DONDI8, Manager.

WEDNESD’Y-THURSD’Y

“RED LIGHTS”

Constance Binney
—IN—

Red Lights ! The voice of warning!
What did they mean—

ZANE ORGY’S

JAMES J. O'HARA, Organist

TODAY

Th© most baffling mystery play you
ever saw.

A PARAMOUNT PSCTURE

“3 O’CLOCK IN THE
MORNING”

The story concerns itself with the
gay pleasures of the younger gener
ation and presents effectively the
clash ;tliat inevitably comes when
placid convention has its encounter ,
with the so-called individual free
car that sent a dozen people dom of a gay debutante, who in con
junction with her social set, believes
plunging to almost certain death in hitting the high spots until the
in the valley?
wee hours of the morning.

—in the romance cf beautiful
Ruth Carson?
—•in tho murder of Godfrey
Murray 7
—in the Ape mystery?
—in the upcoupling of the rear

U

THE HERITAGE tt
OF THE DESERT
AN IRVIN WILIAT PRODUCTION
Here's the third in tho series of bi? Zane Groy’s Paramounts—and
thfe best yot. A thrill-packed story, acted by an unexcelled cast and
actually firtfeicd in the oxact locations described in tho book.
The Cast Includes:

BEBE DANIELS, LLOYD HUGHES

ERNEST TORRENCE, NOAH BEERY
FRI.-SAT.—TOM MIX in “EYES OF THE DESERT"
COMING SOON—GLORIA SWANSON in “THE HUMMING BIRD”'

\

COMMUNITY FAIR

ALL NEXT WEEK

at the ARCADE

CITIZENSHIP CLUBS
”We of the Eternal Feminine
Must

Learn

Every Other-Day
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Definite

Study,” Says Mrs. Rich.

“Nothing Like It”

CALLED RADIO ROLL
Interesting Experiment Con

That is what Brooklyn man
thinks of Tanlac, because it ended
hit suffering, he says.

ducted By Gen. Carty, and

Enjoyed By the Local Fans.

WITH THE RADIO FANS
(By the Radio Editor)

Here is the second installment of
the building the Haynes DX receiver.
Having secured the necessary parts
for the construction of the set an.l
drilled the panel to take the different
instruments the next thing is the as
sembling. Let me say here that al
though the Haynes is very free from
body capacity effects, when properly
assembled, I have taken all possible
precautions In this respect and prefer
to shield the back side of the panel
with tin fofl. This may be easily at
tached by coating the back of the panel
with shellac and rolling the foil on
smeothly to cover the entire panel
allowing it to dry. If the panel Is
shielded be sure to cut the shield away
from the rotor shafts on the variocouplcr and variable condenser, rheo
stat and all binding posts except the
ground post, which is connected to the

tionary plates of the variable con
denser.
The grid condenser and leak are then
mounted as near the socket as possi
ble with one side attached to the grid
post on the socket and a connection
made from the other side of the gi ld
condenser to the stationary plates of
the variable condenser. This com
pletes the wiring of the secondary cir
cuit- The rotor comes next and it Is
here that permanent wires should not
bt attached until the set is tried out.
Those who have secured the Haynes
variocoupler may go ahead with the
permanent wiring, knowing that the
inside flexible wire of the rotor when
dosed goes to the plate binding post
on the socket and that the other side
of the rotor goes to the remaining
phone binding post on the right top
of the ixinel.
With a homemade coupler it will all
be guess work until you have tried
out the rotor connections. But any
way one side of the rotor goes to the
plate post on the socket and the other
to the phone binding p«3t on the top
right of the panel. If the set does not

That world-wide interest in radio is
The last Issue of the Portland Sun
nowise abating was evidenced Friday
day Telegram contained an article by
evening when the great "unseen" radioBarbara Bradbury, entitled "Maine
audience estimated at 15.000.000, was
Women's Organizations and Their
privileged to "listen-in" on the remark
Many Activities." Under the head of
able International and Transconti
"Citizenship Clubs” appeared the fol
nental wire telephony demonstration
lowing about a prominent Knox county
conducted by Gen. J. J. Carty, vice
leader:
president of the American Telephone
• . • *
anti Telegraph Company, before the
Mary Perry Ri.h of Ito.’kland has
Bond Club, assembled in the Congress
emphasised the necessity of citizen
Hotel. Chicago. Greetings were ex
ship clubs, because she says that the
changed between telephone users in
women cf today as America’s lhst
San Francisco and Havana, and Inter
women citizens blaze the trail. In a
mediate points, and musical numbers
recent report she said:
were rendered by prominent artists;
’"No longer can wc be care free as
al! of which was clearly audible to
the butterfly, irresponsible as the this
local enthusiasts. A Courier-Gazette
tledown. After three years' trial we
reporter who enjoyed the novel en
know we need the ballot just as we
tertainment gives a word-picture of
need a teakettle, hairpins, a broom, a
the program, thus:
kitchen range, a rolling pin—not for
Gen. Carty after announcing the
ornament but for use.
purpose of the experiment and ex
"Times past when things were 'dead
plaining to seme extent the methods
wrong,’ we used to weep, -.vail, bemoan I
used in "hooking up" the line of large
our sad fate, keep patient, cry a bit—,
cities between Havana and San Fran
and let it go at that. But nowadays I
cisco with relay instruments said.
v.’e cast a ballot, organize clubs. For
■'Hello, Havana."
‘doormat saints’ arc obsolete; the weep-, GERAKD
lng, wailing, long-suffering type is'
Instantly came the answer: “Tills is
Havana, Mr. Jones speaking. Hello,
dying out. Call it progress, call it i XOSvR.no'
tI’zt
evolution, or what you will, we no |
San Francisco.”
longer bow down and worship conven- J After a year of suffering from in I And came the reply. "This is San
digestion ar.d other troubles that took
ticnality, we ’dare not 1 ty waste cur
Francisco, Mr. Smith speaking. Will
the pleasure out of life, it certainly is
powers.’
joyous to eat, sleep and feel as fine as you gentlemen exchange a few words
"WCiile the lords of creation may im- ;
1 do now,” declares Gerard Losurdo. please 7”
bibe government knowledge by heav- 1
"Helio, iMr. Smith !”
710 Fourth Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y., in
enly decree, we of the eternal feminine
"Hello, Mr. Jones ! How is the
speaking
of
the
benefits
he
has
received
must learn it by definite study or we ll |
weather in Cuba?"
turn the clock back. The ballot with from Tanlac.
“It is warm here tonight; about 7C
"Everything I ate disagreed with me
out widespread education will prove a
at present."
delusion and a snare. We are thrown and my pain and misery were terrible
"Here on the Pacific it is cool and
out of the nest and must learn to use to endure. 1 »as also bothered with comfortable."
-MHWH:.
nervousness, constipation, headaches
cur wings.”
B BATTERY
Then from Chicago: "Thank you
Mrs. Rich’s advice is bearing fruit and dizziness, lost considerable sleep,
gentlemen.
We have now demon
and
a
diet
of
the
lightest
foods
only
for already there are several move- ;
Hflvises px CIRCUIT
strated that the voice can be distinctly
meats under way to form political j served to pull down my weight.
heard
between
our
terminals.
I
will
study clubs, schools of politics, etc.
"Sticking to Tanlac faithfully f r two
months has made me a changed man. new call Denver. Hello, Denver.”
“This is Denver, Mr. Black speak
1 eat like one starving, sleep ten hours
MAINE WOMEN'S CLU3
every night and my weight has gone ing.''
‘'Hallo, Key West.”
up twelve pounds. I gladly recom
New York Organization Hears an Ex mend Tanlac—there's nothing like it.”
This is Key West, Mr. Brown speak
pert Discuss Sovietism In Russia.
Tanlac is for fal#e by all good drug ing."
“Mr. Brown, hew deep is the cable shield. No me tal parts of the different e seiliate in the first position when the
gists. Accept no substitute. Over -10
The Maine Women's Club of New
laid between Key West and Havana?' instruments which are in circuit should lotor windings are parallel with the
million bottles sold.
be allowed to touch the shit'ld and the stator windings reverse the rotor leads.
York met at the Waldorf-Astoria Feb.
“It is over a mile in places."
2<
"And Mr. Black, how high is Den- clearance around the binding posts A phone condenser- is not called for in
ar.d rotor shafts should he about one- the llsynes circuit but may bo in
The speaker was Eons Brasol au
Take Tanlac Vegetable Pills.
ve
half inch all around.
serted if the set is slow in oscillating.
thor of the books. The Balance Sheet
"Our city is a mile high."
Everything being in readiness for
A crude circuit diagram is given
of Sovietism, The World at tae Cross- !
"Then."
said
Gen.
Carty,
“
our
wire
AUTOS AND TAXES
assembling first secure the panel to a herewith and the phone condenser may
roads, ar.d Socialism vs Civilization. |
is a mile above and a mile below sea
baseboard cf convenient size. Mount (be connected in accordance with the
His subject was "The Balance Sheet of
evel: it connects the tropics with the
Sovietism.'
As district attorney of Collector Ham Explains When climate of the colder regions" (h; had the Instruments on the panel and put'dotte-d lines and may be of .501 or .002
the binding posts in place. I always . nifds.
Petrograd during the old Hussion
Deductions Are Allowed On culled several mld-Western cities which wire up the battery circuits first and ■ Now if you have secured good rcllRegime, Mr. Brasol was In Russia at
reported low temperatures, etc.) Gen.
carry out
the
connections
as-able apparatus anel have carefully asthe time ef the Revolution and the ele
Carty then requested a Cuban artist to foilcnvs:
Motor Cars.
The A plus and B minus senabled it there is no reason why it
vating to power of the Soviet, and Wu3
render a violin selection, which was bir.d
posts,
^second
and
third, shouldn't work unless it Is because I
able to give the club first-hand Infor
Hon. Frank J. Ham, collector of in followed by a piano solo from San up from the bottom right of the haven’t made everything plain to you. In
mation of the terrors suffered by the
Francisco
and
various
other
numbers
panel)
are
connected
together.
A
wire this respect I welcome letters from you
educated classes at the hands of the ternal revenue said Friday that de from points along the line.
Is then run from this connection to on ar.y part of my description which
Bolsheviki. That their well systema ductions allowed taxpayers in connec
Gen. Carty, who conducted the above one side of the rehostat. to the movable
tized propaganda in every country tion with the maintenance and opera interesting experiment, is well known plates of the variable condenser, to you do not understand and if you live
aims to sovletize the entire world Is tion of automobiles are the subject of in Maine having a line summer resi tee tap at the tenth turn of the stator where you can get to my office I will
be pleased to help you in assembling
shown by instructions to the Commun frequent inquiries from taxpayers Ir. dence at Pemaquid.
ceil and then to the ground binding
or give you any advice I possibly can.
ist party of America by their head tiling an income tax return.
It was truly a most interesting event, post. This completes the ground cir
1 started on the Haynes circuit know
quarters at Moscow, copies of which
Such cost—for gar..ge bills, gaso ar.d any Knox cohnty citizen who cared cuit.
Mr. Brasol has in his possession.
line, repairs, otc.—may be deducted as to stretch a simple wire from his apple
The tube socket is then mounted on ing practically no more about radio
This musical program was present a business expense when an automo tree to his piazza post, and install one the base directly behind the rheostat. construction than you do and my first
ed:
bile is used wholly for business pur if the numerous receiving sets, was It is well to insert the tube before one was quite a crude looking affair
Piano solos—
poses. or in trade, profession, or farm privileged to occupy a "front seal” free screwing the socket to the base per with many a deviation from the exact
(a) Gavotte Musette .... D’ Albert ing. When used partly for such pur of charge.
manently sa a3 to be sure the tube instructions, but she worked and is
will clear all the Instruments when the still working and since that time I
(b) E'.fantanz ... Popper-Kudinger poses and partly for the pleasure or
set is fully assembled.
Having have made or assembled at least 25 cf
Mrs. Robert Cotnor
convenience of the taxpayer and his
THE NEW COMMISSIONER
mountcxl the socket permanently run » these sets and I haven’t experienced a
Vocal selections—
family, the cost may be pro-rated, and
(a) A Slumber Song................ Lohr that part attributable to business or Linwood B. Thompson Formerly a For a wire from the A minus or bottom right failure yet except for an occasional
binding post on the panel to the post mechanical fault in the apparatus
(b) In Picardie ..................... Osgood the other pursuits mentioned deduct
ester Has Worked In Eevery State
on the socket marked minus and the which I used, which was not my fault.
ed as a business expense.
East of Mississippi.
plus post on the socket should be
XJy best advice to you all is to se
The same rule applies with regard to
DANGER ON CURVES
wired to the opqn side cf the rheo cure the Haynes variocoupler and var
the deduction for depreciation which
Linwood Burkett Thompson, who stat.
iable condenser if you want the upmost
Methods Adopted By State of Connect is allowed when an automobile is used has been nominated on the Sea and
The B plus and the lower phone bind from your set for they are of special
wholly in business, trade, profession
icut To Prevent Accidents.
ing post on the panel are then wired construction for this circuit. The tun
or farming, and must be apportioned Shore Fisheries Commission, is a
together on the back of the panel. (The
in an effort to reduce the possibility accordingly, when used partly for prominent young business man of Bel fourth and fifth binding posts from the ing of the sot is quite simple and will
of automobile accidents at dangerous such purposes and partly for pleasure. fast. has served as councilman on the bottom right.) This leaves only the top come to you quickly after a few trials.
I wish you all the best of luck and
curves on the roads in Connecticut, the If an automobile is used almost ex City Government five years, is a mem binding post on the right not con
stand ready to answer any questions
State Highway Department, has in clusively for pleasure, a deduction for ber of the Belfast Chamber of Com nected.
merce,
of
the
Utilities
Club,
has
stalled a number of new type danger depreciation is not allowed.
We now jump over to the left side of which you desire to ask. If you write
The purchase price of an automobile served as executive officer of all the Ma the set. A wire should be run from to me be sure to enclose a stamp for
signals. The device consists of a
sonic
bodies
in
Belfast.
He
is
a
mem

heavy red glass reflector erected on a even when used wholly in business,
the top left post to where you started ' reP:)'Possible improvements that
pole at the approach of a curve in such cannot be deducted from gross income ber of the Masonic Club a social or to wind the virlocoupler, or to the will shed light on possible stumbling
a way as to cause a brilliant red glare It is a capital expenditure, deduction ganization connected with the order.
end of the variocoupler nearest the blocks in the construction and op
Mr. Thompson graduated from the tap. This completes the aerial circuit. eration of this receiver will be given
to meet the vision of a driver at night of which is expressly disallowed by the
revenue act. The five per cet tax Belfast High School where he pre A wire Is now run from the bottom or from time to time in the future radio
time.
There signals have been installed which attaches to the sale of an auto pared for college. He decided to take last turn o.a the stator coil to the sta- columns.
with excellent results at particularly mobile cannot be deducted by the pur up forestry for his profession and with
bad curves and the highway depart chaser, because it is a tax levied on the this in mind entered University of
ment feels that they have had a direct sale by the manufacturer and must be Maine. Along with his college course
PARK THEATRE
he engaged in three years practical
bearing on decreasing the number of re turned and paid by him.
work
outside,
which
took
him
to
the
The
final
showings of the Paramount pro
An
automobile
license
fee
is
regard
accidents at these points.
duction of "Big Brother,” which opened at the
Above the real danger signal is the rd as a tax and may be deducted forests of Canada and along the coast
Park
Theatre
on Monday
will take place
daylight signal consisting of the word whether the automobile is used for to the extreme Florida coast. Key
there this afternoon and evtrlng. It Is an
West.
He
also
worked
in
every
state
exceptionally
appea.ing
and
human tale, a
business or for pleasure or conveni
"Danger” in good sized letters.
plcturhation of the i: im’*’i-'*ly pop i’ir
in the Union east of the Mississippi
The signals are so arranged that ap ence.
: by Hex Beach. Allen Dwan supervised the
In the event of a collision between and finally took his degreee, B. S. at
production. In addition there Is a two reel
proaching lights will cause them to be
1 comedy and the International News.
seen at a distance of 1.000 feet or more a truck and an automobile used for Maine, in 1912. The following year,
I
Bebe Daniels, (Ernest Torrence, Noah Beery
Sets
Built
To
Order
pleasure or convenience, the owner of urged by his father, he abandoned his
through fog, dust or rain.
and L’.oyd Hughes are featured In the princi
pal roles of the Zane Grey, Paramount pro
the truck may claim a deduction for forestry career and returned to Bel
ASSEMBLING AND REPAIR
ducilon of "The Heritage of the Des rt,” which
damages, provideel the truck was being fast to become engaged In the manu
I opens on WtdiiMdrj it lit- l’irh. It H a tale
facture
of
overalls,
shirts,
etc.,
with
WORK
used for business at the time of the
, of the days dlrettly following "the winning
of the west.” a story of ranch life, love and
collision. No deduction is allowed the the Thompson Manufacturing Com
Over the Express Office
lawlessness..—adv.
Apply Vicks at bedtime, owner of the automobile because it was pany, of which Selvyn Thompson, his
father Is the senior member.
Since
not
being
used
for
business
purposes,
rubbing it well in. Then
EMPIRETHEATRE
Amounts expended by owners of au that time father and son have been In
spread on thickly and
"Daytime Wives.” tne great society drama
tomobiles used for pleasure or conveni business together.
which will be shown for the last time today
cover with hot flannel. ence in repairing damages thereto
Shortly after returning to Belfast,
at the Empire Theatre while containing a great
Arrange bed-clothes so caused by negligent operation do not Mr. Thompson married Miss Leila
love story, shows the dangerous, luxury lov
ROCKLAND,
•
MAINE
Howard
of
Belfast.
They
have
two
ing. Irresponsible wife as one of the greatest
vapors will be inhaled. constitute deductible losses.
menaces to the progress of America. A two
children.
Taxpayers are advised not to delay
reel Western and a Review completes an ex
ccilont program.
in the filing of their returns. To do
"Broadway Gold,” the new photoplay In which
so, results in confusion and congestion
Elaine Hanm.crstein wLl hold Uie place of honor
•HEAD- NOSE -THROAT—EARS
(luring the closing days of the tiling
STRAND
THEATRE
on the screen of the Empire Theatre on WedKONDON’S (or Hndoche. Deafnon. Cold
| nesday and Thursday. This picture Is a tale
period, which ends at midnight, March
in Head. Dry Nom, Catarrh. Coldo of
of life as it is lived to the accompaniment
all
Undo.
Doctors,
Dentists.
Nurses
Opcf IT Million Jam Used Voarlja 15.
Action and romance abound In today’s feat or Broadway*3 myriad twinkling lights. Kath
neoamad KONDON’S. 30 yonra doing
ure picture, “Red Lights.” It Is a story of a lyn Williams, Elliot D»xt.;r, Rtc ,.•••! Wayne an I
tood. Ask for somplt free.
LNUKAVED CARDS—Call ai this office and
young girl, Ruth Carson, the abducted daugh a host of other well known and popular tehsIt you have got t»>e Asthma, Cancer
eTMiulne atylea. If you already have a plate
ter of a railroad magnate, whose Identity Is plans play the long list of Interesting charac
biiug It lu and let us print you cards in latest or Rheumatism, see Prof. Libby at 25
at last discovered. Tills discovery begins a ters whl< h make up the east of this pioturee.—
CATAWHALJtWf
xl/c. THE COFRI Kl<-GAZETTE
Park street,
ItZ-tf
serlea of strange and mysterious warnings of adv.

RADIO

iRONCHiTIS

R? W. TYLER

w

Give the children a piece of WRIGLEY’S

after every meal.

for sweets and the chewing of the gum
will help digestion and act as a pleasant,

antiseptic cleanser of mouth and throat.

You would “give almost anything” if the
children would keep their teeth clean.
Why not reward them with

WRIGLEYS
•<
after every meal

and have the very reward itself do the

work!
results.

TEA
Selected, blended and packed
with one idea—that every sip
and every lip will speak well of it

ASK

YOUR

GROCER

ORANC-E PEKOE OR FORMOSA — 3 GRADES, 30-35-45 CENTS THE HALP POUND
102

it

Imminent death. Her lover, John Blake, calls
on lili friend. Sheridan Scott, the “crime-de
flector,” to protect the girl. Passage Is engaped '>n the Continental Limited but the
my.-t.?i!ou3 warnings and strange happening-;
(Including a murder, the baffling appearance
of balls of red light in the car) continue to
take p’ace. The story comes to Kjrilmax when
•he rear car of the Limited h uncoupled
1' oni the train while It I.; going up a Meep
crade over the mountains and’ dailies madly
dawn hill towards the second section of the
train. Catastrophe Is averted only because
the switch is turned and the rear car U
shunted ofT on a blind siding*. Here the mys
teries are solved and the villains punished.
"Three O’clock in the Morning,” heads the
program for Wednesday and Thursday. At one
of the cabarets Elizabeth meets Hugo von
St roll in and he Invites her to have dinner wl.li
him In hit apartment the next night. This
provokes C’avton Webster, Elizabeth’s fiance,
and they quarrel. Elizabeth returns her en
gagement ring to Clayton. After leaving the
cabaret Elizabeth and her friends motor to
Betty’s home for breakfast. It Is Sunday
mottling and Betty’s father Is angry because
she was not home so that she could ac
company him to church. Instead of going to
church Betty and her frelnd3 are making
merry In the Winthrop home. WhLe they are
in the midst of their hilarity the Wlnthrops
return from church and Mr. Winthrop Is
shocked at the right that greets him when he
enters his home. Ho orders Elizabeth to her
room end asks her friends to leave Imme
diately. Here follows a scene that is dra
matic and full of heart Interest. Betty leaves
home. How sin- meets the dangers that
threaten girls alone in a big city and her flual
derision to return to her parents and sweet
heart, is worked out In a splendid manner.-—
adv.

Try it for a month and observe

Three cents per day per child

will pay the bill and make them happy!

Yes, IPs a Kineo
Pipeless furnace
MADE AT BANGOR, MAINE

AT THE LOWEST PRICES EVER OFFERED
This is not a cheap
, it is the best
and one of the heaviest
built, with asbestos be
tween two double walls,
inside the outside wall.
All walls made of heav
iest
galvanized iron.
With double or single
feed door.
Do not let anyone tell
you that it is not the
best one built, because
our price is much lower
than other high-grade
makes. The difference
is in the profit, not in
the quality.

I have a cheaper fur
nace made by the Homer
Furnace Company, size
22 inch, price $165.00,
but the Kineo is the
lowest ever offered. The 20 inch $175.00 or the 22
inch $185.00, all set up.

I am willing to put one of these in any home, if
suitable for a one-pipe furnace, with a guarantee to
satisfy or take it out after we have had some very cold
■weather to test it. You need not make, any payment
until you are satisfied.
I have also made a 20% reduction on Kineo
Ranges and Heaters.
You can buy an 8-20 Star Kineo Range, with high
shelf for $60.80, delivered anywhere in Maine.

VICKS
VapoRub

It satisfies the craving

V. F. STUDLEY
To

ROCKLAND DISTRIBUTOR OF ALL KINEO PRODUCTIONS
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MAIN

STREET,

ROCKLAND

It’s the tobacco Tyngsboro, Mass.
Mr. Claude A. Bell,
Lowell, Mass.
t
Box 394. f
Dear Sir—Our son Paul Roberts
having been troubled with asthma for
some time after taking two Hospital
Size bottles of Hermance’s Asthma &
Hay Fever Medicine has not been
troubled for nearly a year.
Will have a good word to say at any
time for Hermance’s Asthma & Hay
Fever Medicine.
Yours truly,
MRS. JOHN ROBERTS.

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
106 PLEASANT STREET

PLUMBING

HEATING

TEL. 244-W.
117-tf

and the advantage
of being carefully
hand-made thax
counts in a

iB.C.M.cigtu

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

SHEET MUSIC 15c

W. P. STRONG

CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
Tk. Fames, Sheet Mstle »ee H. adnrtlMd In nil tk. ieeklet metazlaee. Over
22M eeleetieae—eeed ter ataleaae.

WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
WALL PAPER
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
SUPPLIES

THOMASTON. MAINE
TuAB-tf

MAiklF MMRiQ CO- Rockland, Ma

A. C. MOORE
Piano Tuner
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO,

